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1 General introduction 
1.1 Oilseed rape 
Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) is a major oil crop in temperate climates. The main producing 
countries are Canada and China, followed by India and Germany. In 2014, the worldwide 
rapeseed yield comprised 73.8 million tons harvested from an area of 36.1 million hectares 
(FAOSTAT, 2014). While in former times the exploitation of rapeseed oil was restricted to 
mechanical uses due to high amounts of anti-nutritional compounds like erucic acid and 
glucosinolates, this has changed thanks to breeding of so called 00-quality (‘canola’) varieties. 
Meanwhile, rapeseed oil is also used in the food and feed industry. In Europe, rapeseed oil is 
majorly processed to obtain biodiesel (60% in market year 2015/16; Krautgartner et al. 2017). 
The genome of oilseed rape (2n = 38, AACC) comprises two subgenomes A and C, 
originating from a natural hybridization of Brassica rapa (2n = 20, AA) and Brassica 
oleracea (2n = 18, CC) which occurred presumably 7,500 to 12,500 years ago (Chalhoub et 
al. 2014). About 79% of the 1,130 Mb genome is covered by the reference sequence of winter 
rapeseed line Darmor-bzh (Chalhoub et al. 2014). This resource contains 314.2 Mb of the A 
subgenome and 525.8 Mb of the C subgenome, and a total of 101,040 annotated gene models. 
Further genomic resources involve the resequencing data of 52 diverse rapeseed accessions 
(Schmutzer et al. 2015). 
B. napus is closely related to the model plant Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana). However, 
depending on evolution, the allopolyploid rapeseed genome is far more complex. In the 
course of the diversification of the Brassicacea, a genome triplication took place (Lysak et al. 
2005). Because of the combination of the two subgenomes of B. rapa and B. oleracea in 
B. napus, approximately six paralogs occur for each gene present in Arabidopsis. This number 
can vary due to more recent sequence losses or duplications (Liu et al. 2014; Wang et al. 
2011b; Chalhoub et al. 2014). The amount of redundant gene copies complicates breeding 
processes as many favorable traits, including low levels of polyunsaturated fatty acids and 
low sinapine content, rely on loss-of-function alleles (Wells et al. 2014; Emrani et al. 2015). 
Consequently, multiple homoeologous knock-down alleles have to be combined by crossing. 
Nowadays in Germany, the majority of released rapeseed cultivars are hybrids, which are 
making up 76% of registered winter type varieties (Beschreibende Sortenliste 2016, 
www.bundessortenamt.de). In hybrid breeding, two genetically distant parental lines are 
crossed to exploit the heterosis effects of the F1 generation. Because rapeseed is an 
autogamous species, it is necessary to ensure the cross-pollination for hybrid seed production 
by utilization of self-incompatibility or male sterility systems. Different hybrid systems like 
‘Male Sterility Lembke’ and ‘Ogura’ have been developed. 
Under greenhouse conditions, the common generation cycles of spring and winter rapeseed 
comprise approximately six to seven months. In order to reach 99% homozygosity after an 
initial cross, seven generations of selfing have to be performed. Aiming at an accelerated 
breeding process, doubled haploid (DH) techniques are employed to obtain full homozygosity 
within just a single generation. Microspore cultures are routinely used for DH production. 
Chromosome doubling is induced by colchicine treatment and can be validated by flow 
cytometry of regenerated plantlets (Weber et al. 2005). 
Current rapeseed breeding objectives can be categorized in three main classes: quality-related 
traits, resistances, and yield. For the food and feed industry, the quality of rapeseed-based 
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products is largely dependent on anti-nutritive contents. Sensitive livestock suffer especially 
from glucosinolate uptake (reviewed in Tripathi and Mishra 2007). Furthermore, the fatty acid 
composition of oilseed rape seeds is subject to optimization. The ideal composition depends 
on the intended use. While low levels of saturated fatty acids bear health benefits, high erucic 
acid contents are favorable for various industrial uses (reviewed in Scarth and Tang 2006). 
Concerning disease resistance, major breeding efforts address fungal pathogens like 
Leptosphaeria maculans (anamorph Phoma lingam), which induces Phoma stem canker 
(blackleg disease). Resistance breeding against members of the genera Verticillium and 
Sclerotinia, which cause wilt and stem rot, is of similar importance. Finally, farmers are 
mostly interested in the output of their rapeseed fields. Therefore, apart from an increased 
seed yield, also improved yield stability is desired. Thus, breeders select among other traits 
for winter hardiness, drought tolerance, and silique shatter resistance. 
1.2 Silique shattering as a problem in Brassica crops 
Plant species of the genus Brassica share a common seed dispersal system. They produce 
elongated fruits, the so called siliques, which dry out at maturity. The dry siliques are fragile 
and dehisce easily at the application of low forces. 
Two major harvesting systems are applied for oilseed rape: direct cutting of standing rapeseed 
plants and swathing. After swathing, cut immature plants are left on the field to ripen. This 
method speeds up the maturation process and is used in Canada to exploit the short summer as 
a growing season and to escape frosts. However, swathing causes yield losses of up to 25% 
because of the increased handling of the fragile siliques (Price et al. 1996). Concerning 
directly cut winter rapeseed, natural pre-harvest seed shedding reduces the yield by up to 7% 
(Price et al. 1996; Pari et al. 2012). Exemplary natural causes for silique shattering are birds, 
crushing siliques to feed on the seeds, and weather conditions like hail or strong wind. 
Additional silique shattering is induced by combine harvesters. The seed loss due to the 
harvesting process depends on the type of equipment, a conveyor-assisted header for instance 
can reduce the shedding by half (Hobson and Bruce 2002). 
Actually, the shed seeds cause more trouble than just the apparent yield loss. The addition to 
the soil seed bank results in the growth of volunteer plants in following seasons. One year 
after rapeseed production, rapeseed volunteers were detected with average densities of up to 
5 plants/m
2
 in 90% of 131 surveyed Canadian fields (Simard et al. 2002). The same study 
reports a yearly reduction of volunteer densities that reached 0.2 plants/m
2
 after five years, 
given that volunteer control measures have been taken. Lutman et al. (2005) suggested that a 
95% reduction of oilseed rape seeds from the soil takes about nine years. In practice, 
volunteers appear even seventeen years after the intended cultivation (Jørgensen et al. 2007). 
Contaminations by rapeseed volunteers can reduce the harvest quality of oilseed rape with 
different fatty acid compositions (Baux et al. 2011). Furthermore, seed admixtures of 
genetically modified (GM) rapeseed volunteers into seed lots of conventional varieties can 
exceed accepted GM thresholds (Messéan et al. 2007), resulting in the obligation to label all 
products as ‘genetically modified’. 
There are efforts to develop chemicals which can be sprayed on rapeseed fields to reduce 
silique shattering (Kuai et al. 2015; Nunes et al. 2015), but growing shatter resistant varieties 
would be more cost effective. 
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1.2.1 Silique structure and dehiscence zone formation 
The structure of rapeseed siliques is similar to Arabidopsis. They have two seed chambers 
which are surrounded by two valves (Figure 1A). A beak is situated at the tip. On the plant, 
siliques are attached to the branch via the pedicel. In the center of the silique, the valves are 
fixed to the replum. However, this connection weakens during maturation and is thus the 
predetermined breaking point (dehiscence zone) at which the valves will finally detach 
(Meakin and Roberts 1990b). 
The dehiscence zone consists of two distinct cell layers, out of which one is fortified during 
maturation (lignified layer) whereas the other is partially degraded (separation layer) (Meakin 
and Roberts 1990b). In Arabidopsis, cell identity within the dehiscence zone is defined by a 
network of transcription factors (dehiscence zone identity genes; Figure 1B), whose functions 
were revealed by mutant studies (Table 1). Knock-out lines of the redundant MADS-box 
transcription factors SHATTERPROOF 1 and 2 (SHP1/2) lacked both types of dehiscence 
zone tissues (Liljegren et al. 2000). Mutations in the atypical basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) 
transcription factor INDEHISCENT (IND) also caused a loss of these cell layers (Liljegren et 
al. 2004), whereas mutant siliques of the bHLH gene ALCATRAZ (ALC) developed only the 
lignified layer but not the separation layer (Rajani and Sundaresan 2001). By comparing 
different mutant combinations of alc, ind, and shp1/2, it was concluded that SHP1/2 act 
upstream of ALC and IND (Liljegren et al. 2004). The expansion of dehiscence zone tissue 
throughout the whole silique is then prevented by repression of SHP1/2 through FRUITFULL 
(FUL) within the valve and REPLUMLESS (RPL) within the replum (Ferrándiz 2000; Roeder 
et al. 2003). The analysis of ind shp1 shp2 ful and alc shp1 shp2 ful quadruple mutants in 
comparison with ind ful and alc ful double mutants revealed that the SHP genes have 
additional functions which are independent of the IND and ALC pathways (Liljegren et al. 
2004). A third bHLH gene, SPATULA (SPT), shares redundant functions with ALC and IND 
but acts mainly on early gynoecium development (Girin et al. 2011; Groszmann et al. 2011). 
With yeast two-hybrid experiments, Arnaud et al. (2011) demonstrated the interaction of ALC 
with DELLA proteins. DELLA proteins can block transcription factor activities by attaching 
to their DNA-binding domains, but this effect is abolished by gibberellin-mediated 
degradation of the DELLAs (De Lucas et al. 2008; Feng et al. 2008). Because IND promotes 
gibberellin synthesis through direct activation of GIBBERELLIN 3-OXIDASE 1 (GA3OX1) 
expression, IND can regulate ALC on a post-transcriptional level (Arnaud et al. 2011). 
The downstream mechanisms of IND and ALC, which ultimately lead to dehiscence zone 
differentiation, are under ongoing investigation. An important factor for separation layer 
development is the orchestration of auxin levels, which is influenced by IND through the 
transcriptional regulation of auxin efflux carriers and protein kinases (Sorefan et al. 2009; van 
Gelderen et al. 2016). Ogawa et al. (2009) proposed that later during silique development, the 
separation layer is partially degraded by hydrolysis through ARABIDOPSIS DEHISCENCE 
ZONE POLYGALACTURONASEs 1 and 2 (ADPG1/2). This is supported by the absence of 
ADPG1 expression in valve margins of ind siliques (Ogawa et al. 2009). Meanwhile, NAC 
SECONDARY WALL THICKENING FACTORs 1 and 3 (NST1/3) are necessary for the proper 
establishment of the lignified layer (Mitsuda and Ohme-Takagi 2008). However, the direct 
induction of NST1/3 expression through IND has not yet been demonstrated. 
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Figure 1. Silique structure and dehiscence zone differentiation. A, Intact and shattered rapeseed siliques at 
maturity. Shed seeds were collected and draped according to their positions within the seed chambers. B, Model 
of a silique cross section and the gene network required for dehiscence zone differentiation. Gene interactions 
were identified by mutant studies in Arabidopsis (Table 1). The colors refer to the tissues in which the genes 
play important roles. Dashed arrows indicate indirect activation of SPT and ALC through gibberellin-mediated 
degradation of DELLAs. To make the figure comprehensible, the number of arrows was reduced by pooling 
genes which are similarly induced/ repressed and which regulate the same downstream agents (black boxes). 
ARABIDOPSIS DEHISCENCE ZONE POLYGALACTURONASE 1/2 (ADPG1/2), AGAMOUS (AG), 
ALCATRAZ (ALC), FILAMENTOUS FLOWER (FIL), FRAGILE FIBER 8 (FRA8), FRUITFULL (FUL), 
GIBBERELLIN 3-OXIDASE 1 (GA3OX1), INDEHISCENT (IND), IRREGULAR XYLEM 3/4/5/10/12 
(IRX3/4/5/10/12), JAGGED (JAG), NAC SECONDARY WALL THICKENING PROMOTING FACTOR 1/3 
(NST1/3), O-METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (OMT1), PINOID (PID), PIN-FORMED 3 (PIN3), 
PEROXIDASE 13/30/55 (PRX13/30/55), REPLUMLESS (RPL), SHATTERPROOF 1/2 (SHP1/2), SPATULA 
(SPT), YABBY 3 (YAB3) 
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Table 1. Overview of mutant studies with genes which are involved in dehiscence zone formation. Figure 1B 
was prepared based on these references. 
Species Target gene Mutagenesis Main results Reference 
A. thaliana AG Knock-down type of 
mutagenesis not 
specified (seeds obtained 
from another laboratory) 
AG induces AGL1 
(SHP1) and AGL5 
(SHP2) 
Savidge 
et al. 1995 








et al. 2000 





et al. 2000 
A. thaliana ALC Transposon insertion Promotes 









A. thaliana ALC, FUL, 
IND, SHP1/2 





et al. 2004 




et al. 2006 
A. thaliana NST1/3 T-DNA insertion, 
overexpression 
NST1/3 induce 




et al. 2007 
A. thaliana NST1/3 T-DNA insertion Partial 
redundancy; IND 
and SHP1/2 still 
expressed in 














et al. 2009 
A. thaliana IND IND promotor-controlled 
expression of bacterial 
auxin biosynthesis gene 
(iaaM), overexpression 
IND-mediated 





et al. 2009 









et al. 2010 
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Species Target gene Mutagenesis Main results Reference 














A. thaliana IND Knock-down type of 
mutagenesis not 
specified (seeds obtained 
from another laboratory) 
IND induces SPT Groszmann 
et al. 2010 
A. thaliana IND, SPT EMS, transposon 
insertion, overexpression 
IND induces SPT; 
partial redundancy 
through control of 
auxin distribution 
Girin 
et al. 2011 




Partial redundancy Groszmann 
et al. 2011 
A. thaliana IND, PID, 
WAG1/2 
Complementation study 
with altered promotor, 
fluorescence labelling 
IND is required for 
auxin-triggered 





et al. 2016 










et al. 2015 
B. napus BnIND EMS Shatter resistant 
double mutants 
Laga 
















RNAi, overexpression Conserved silique 
developmental 
pathway compared 
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1.2.2 Phenotyping strategies 
A plethora of phenotyping strategies for silique shatter resistance has been described in the 
literature. The methods can be grouped into three major classes: Mechanical tests, 
microscopic observations, and field trials (Table 2). Mechanical tests and microscopic 
observations can highlight differences in silique strength or silique structure, from which 
shatter resistance can be inferred. In most cases, microscopic observations yield qualitative 
results whereas mechanical tests reveal quantitative distributions. However, being a 
quantitative trait, shatter resistance is prone to environmental influences. Consequently, field 
trials are inevitable for the final estimation of genotypic effects. In some studies, shatter 
resistance trials conducted in the laboratory were compared with field performance. Random 
impact tests explained 56-80% of variation in yield losses, depending on the origin of the 
assessed siliques (Wang et al. 2007). Siliques sampled from the field trial showed a higher 
correlation with seed losses than siliques from greenhouse experiments. 
Table 2. Non-exhaustive overview of strategies for the estimation of silique shatter resistance. 
 Phenotyping strategy Measure of shatter resistance Reference 
Mechanical 
tests 
Cantilever test Bending energy (mJ) Kadkol et al. 1984 
Pendulum test Rupture energy (µJ) Liu et al. 1994 
Peeling test with glue bridge Maximum opening force (N) Davies and Bruce 1997 
Random impact test (RIT); 
controlled agitation of siliques 
together with steel balls 
Half-life (s) Bruce et al. 2002 
Microfracture test of isolated 
silique sections 
Fracture energy (µJ) Child et al. 2003 
Variable-speed pod splitter test Breakage speed (rpm) Squires et al. 2003 
Microscopic 
observations 
Scanning electron microscopy 
of valve margins 
Rough vs smooth surface Morgan et al. 1998 
Stained silique cross sections Presence/ absence of lignified 
layer 
Liljegren et al. 2004 
Observation of replum valve-
joint area 




Hu et al. 2015 
Field trials Visual and tactile scoring of 
shatter resistance 
Field score (0-5) Morgan et al. 2000 
Collection of shattered seeds Seed loss (kg ha
-1
, %) Cavalieri et al. 2014 
1.2.3 Current activities to breed silique shattering resistant oilseed rape 
Breeding companies put substantial effort in the development of shatter resistant rapeseed 
varieties. Bayer CropScience developed shatter resistance through the selection of EMS (ethyl 
methanesulfonate)-induced Bnind mutations which they crossed into the hybrid varieties 
‘InVigor L140P’ and ‘InVigor L233P’. The genetic shatter resistance of Monsanto’s breeding 
programs, which are distributed under the DEKALB trademark, originates from radish 
(Raphanus raphanistrum) and was introduced as a side-product of the ‘Ogura’ hybridization 
system. Nothing specific has been communicated about the shatter resistance genetics of 
varieties sold by Limagrain (e.g. ‘Artoga’ or ‘Architect’) and Pioneer Hi-Bred (e.g. ‘45M38’ 
or ‘45CM36’). 
Although shatter resistant rapeseed varieties are on the market, it is difficult for other breeders 
to cross this trait into their own plant material. As discussed earlier, phenotyping shatter 
resistance is laborious and time-consuming. Therefore, reliable genetic markers are essential 
to track resistance-conferring alleles in breeding programs. As a prerequisite for marker 
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development, the underlying gene must be known. To my knowledge, to date only the Bnind 
alleles used by Bayer CropScience were described in detail but they are protected by a patent 
(Laga et al. 2015). Consequently, novel variation in shatter resistance is required to be made 
available to breeders worldwide. 
1.3 Role of mutations in plant domestication and breeding 
The genomes of all organisms are subject to spontaneous mutations, originating for example 
from errors in DNA synthesis or from lesions caused by chemical reactions like depurination 
and deamination (reviewed in Maki 2002). Rates of spontaneous mutations differ between 
species (Drake et al. 1998). For Arabidopsis, 7 x 10
−9
 base substitutions per site per 
generation were estimated by whole genome sequencing of mutation accumulation lines 
obtained after 30 inbreeding cycles (Ossowski et al. 2010). Thus, spontaneous mutations 
contribute to genetic variation, which ultimately drives evolution. 
By domesticating wild plants, humans unconsciously started to exploit genetic variation. The 
common understanding is that approximately 12,000 years ago, hunter-gatherers began 
deliberately collecting and growing wild plants (Meyer and Purugganan 2013). In the course 
of domestication, plants with traits superior for human consumption or for cultivation were 
selected so that their progenies diversified more and more from the wild origin. A prominent 
example is the domestication from wild emmer (Triticum dicoccoides) into cultivated emmer 
(T. dicoccum), which involved the selection of a non-brittle rachis that reduced yield losses. 
The causal mutations underlying the non-brittle rachis domestication trait, an essential trait for 
modern bread wheat and durum wheat (T. aestivum, T. durum), were recently identified (Avni 
et al. 2017). 
While early farmers could only select favorable mutations indirectly based on the phenotype, 
scientists nowadays have access to genomic resources, which makes breeding more effective. 
Sequence information is for example necessary for the development of molecular markers 
(Garcia and Mather 2014), which can be used to identify polymorphisms that cause a certain 
trait (map-based cloning). To cite examples, recent mapping studies revealed natural genetic 
variation for enhanced soybean (Glycine max) yield (Lu et al. 2017) and resistance to a 
parasitic weed in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor; Gobena et al. 2017). Such traits can then be 
introduced into breeding programs by crossing. 
Both domestication and modern breeding create genetic bottlenecks by preferential 
propagation of selected plants (reviewed in Shi and Lai 2015). The consequence is a reduction 
of genetic diversity, which seems to have been higher during the lengthy process of 
domestication than during recent breeding history (Hyten et al. 2006; Hufford et al. 2012). 
Oilseed rape is a relatively young crop with a low genetic variation due to strong selection of 
00-quality traits. In the resequencing data of Schmutzer et al. (2015), 61% of gene models 
showed little to no variation between 52 B. napus accessions. However, breeding progress 
relies on a broad variation so that favorable characteristics can be selected. Wide crosses with 
other Brassicaceae as well as the resynthesis of B. napus by deliberately crossing B. rapa and 
B. oleracea can introduce novel alleles. Often, incompatibility of components of wide crosses 
leads to nonviable embryos. This issue can be overcome by ovary and embryo culture 
approaches (Wen et al. 2008). This strategy has for example been followed to introduce 
auxinic herbicide tolerance from Sinapis arvensis or sclerotinia resistance from B. oleracea 
(Jugulam et al. 2015; Mei et al. 2015). Genes from even more distant organisms that cannot 
be crossed, can be brought in by genetic transformation. An influential example is the 
resistance to the herbicide glyphosate. Glyphosate inhibits the plants’ 5-
enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS) which usually catalyzes the 
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biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids (Steinrücken and Amrhein 1980). By providing a 
bacterial EPSPS that is not affected through glyphosate, herbicide resistance can be achieved 
in a transgenic manner (Comai et al. 1985; Kahrizi et al. 2007). Another strategy to increase 
genetic variation is the induction of mutations. 
1.3.1 Mutation induction and detection 
There are two main categories of mutation induction, namely random mutagenesis and 
targeted mutagenesis. While the first experiments involving random mutagenesis began in the 
1920s (Muller 1927), targeting mutations in desired genomic sequences has just become 
possible with recent methodological developments. 
1.3.1.1 Random mutagenesis 
Random mutations can for example be induced through the transformation of T-DNA, by 
irradiation, and through chemical agents. 
T-DNA mutagenesis involves the genetic transformation of a target organism with a T-DNA 
construct including a selectable marker, which integrates at a random position in the genome. 
Transgenic plants are selected and screened for T-DNA insertion sites. Homozygous lines 
containing genes disrupted by T-DNA sequences can then be used for functional analysis. A 
famous example of random T-DNA mutagenesis is the large Arabidopsis mutant collection, 
which is curated by the The Salk Institute for Biological Studies and can be accessed by 
scientists through several seed stock centers (Alonso et al. 2003). 
Ionizing rays like gamma rays or fast neutrons affect DNA integrity in various complex ways, 
for example through the induction of reactive oxygen species which are able to cause double 
strand breaks (reviewed in Reisz et al. 2014). Naito et al. (2005) described Arabidopsis 
mutant alleles generated by gamma irradiation which comprised small to large deletions (1 bp 
to >6 Mbp) and sequence inversions. Fast neutron mutagenesis of Arabidopsis yielded 0.8 to 
12 kb long deletions, sometimes erasing more than one complete gene (Li et al. 2001). 
The list of chemical mutagens is long and keeps growing. Commonly, EMS is applied to plant 
seeds. EMS is an alkylating agent which mainly alters the constitution of guanine in a way 
that it can pair with thymine instead of cytosine, leading to C/G to T/A substitutions after 
DNA repair (Kim et al. 2006). Therefore, EMS mutagenesis can yield various types of single 
point mutations including splice site mutations, missense mutations, and premature stop 
codon mutations. 
Several strategies were developed to identify mutations of interest from plant populations 
mutagenized by irradiation or chemical treatment. In case the underlying gene is not yet 
known, forward genetics studies involving map-based cloning can be employed (Dally et al. 
2014). A common reverse genetics approach is termed Targeting Induced Local Lesions in 
Genomes (TILLING). Pooled DNA of mutant plants is amplified by PCR with fluorescence-
labelled, gene-specific primers. Then, the PCR products are denatured and reannealed, thus 
forming heteroduplexes of polymorphic sequences which are restricted by a single-strand 
specific nuclease (CelI). The digested fragments are visualized by denaturing polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis (Till et al. 2006). The TILLING strategy has since been improved with the 
advance of analysis techniques like high-resolution melting curve analysis (HRM) and next-
generation sequencing (NGS; Lochlainn et al. 2011; Gilchrist et al. 2013).  
Important to mention, a major drawback of random mutagenesis by irradiation or chemical 
treatments is the amount of undesired background mutations. In an EMS-treated rapeseed 
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mutant population, mutation frequencies ranged between 1/12 kb to 1/72 kb (Harloff et al. 
2012; Guo et al. 2014), which sums up to 16-94 thousand mutations per single plant (rapeseed 
genome size: 1,130 Mb; Chalhoub et al. 2014). Consequently, the plants show numerous 
mutation-related traits which can reduce the general fitness and need to be crossed out before 
the plants can be integrated into breeding programs. Nonetheless, mutants have been 
extensively used in crop breeding: The International Atomic Energy Agency hosts an online 
database with currently 3,249 officially registered mutant varieties which originated from 
physical and chemical mutagenesis (https://mvd.iaea.org, accessed 23.08.2017; Maluszynski 
2001). 
1.3.1.2 Targeted mutagenesis 
In general, targeted mutagenesis begins with the induction of double-stranded breaks (DSBs) 
at specific sites in the genome. Cells have natural DNA repair systems which, however, from 
time to time cannot fully restore the initial DNA sequence. While the non-homologous end-
joining (NHEJ) pathway ligates overlapping ends properly back together, other DSBs need to 
be processed before they can be fixed, thereby introducing indel mutations (reviewed in 
Lieber 2008). Another mechanism, the homology-directed repair (HDR), involves 
homologous recombination with a repair template like the sister chromatid (reviewed in 
Puchta 2004). By providing an artificial repair template with homology arms, HDR can be 
exploited for targeted sequence insertion after DNA cleavage (Puchta et al. 1996). But how to 
cause a DSB at a desired position in the first place? 
One way is to engineer meganucleases like microbial homing endonucleases, which are 
defined by their long DNA recognition sites and thus cut only at a few loci per genome. 
Although the targeted restriction of meganucleases is difficult to customize (reviewed in 
Stoddard 2011), such an approach was for example followed to insert herbicide resistance 
genes into cotton (Gossypium hirsutum; D’Halluin et al. 2013). 
The invention of zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), hybrid molecules of zinc finger DNA-binding 
domains fused to a non-sequence-specific cleavage domain (Smith et al. 2000), markedly 
facilitated the targeted restriction of desired sequences. Each zinc finger binds a DNA triplet 
(Pavletich and Pabo 1991), making the ZFN a modular system. The ZFN concept was since 
validated through mutagenesis of different plant species including tobacco (Nicotiana 
tabacum) and soybean (Townsend et al. 2009; Sander et al. 2011). 
While zinc fingers recognize DNA triplets, Boch et al. (2009) revealed that the tandem 
repeats of transcription activator–like effectors (TALEs) identify single bases. After the 
addition of DNA cleavage domains, TALE nucleases (TALENs) were employed to mutate 
among others rice (Oryza sativa), maize (Zea mays), and wheat (Li et al. 2012; Wang et al. 
2014; Kelliher et al. 2017). 
The latest advance in targeted mutagenesis strategies was the discovery of RNA-
programmable endonucleases which are part of the bacterial adaptive immune system (Jinek 
et al. 2012). Prokaryotes acquire a genetic memory of invading DNAs in the form of clustered 
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR; Bolotin et al. 2005; Pourcel et al. 
2005). CRISPR-derived RNAs (crRNAs) are able to bind to complementary DNA which is 
then degraded with the help of CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins (Jore et al. 2011).  
Noticeably, the presence of a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) is required for target 
sequence recognition (Mojica et al. 2009). Currently, five CRISPR/Cas systems are known, 
involving different sets of Cas proteins (Makarova et al. 2011). In the type II system, a single 
multi domain protein, namely Cas9, locates and restricts the target DNA after forming a 
complex with crRNA and trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA; Jinek et al. 2012). Figure 2 
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illustrates how the CRISPR/Cas system is exploited for targeted mutagenesis: Cas9 together 
with a personalized single guide RNA (sgRNA, fused crRNA and tracrRNA; Jinek et al. 
2012) is introduced into the target cell where it induces DSBs. In this way, desired mutant 
traits have been induced in multiple plant species, some through NHEJ-related frameshift 
mutations (Wang et al. 2014; Chandrasekaran et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2016), others involving 
the provision of an artificial repair template for HDR-mediated sequence replacement (Li et 
al. 2016a; Sauer et al. 2016). 
To be able to judge putative risks posed by targeted mutagenesis, several studies assessed off-
target activities of Cas9. While some sgRNAs caused detectable, undesired mutations 
(Cradick et al. 2013; Shan et al. 2013), others did not (Nekrasov et al. 2013; Feng et al. 2014). 
A comprehensive test of >700 sgRNA variants delivered to human cells suggested that Cas9 
specificity depends on the position and number of mismatches between sgRNA and DNA 
(Hsu et al. 2013). Specifically, Hsu et al. (2013) concluded that an 8 to 14 bp seed sequence 
determines the cleavage accuracy. This finding allows for a well-informed Cas9 target design 
with a reduced probability of off-target events. However, even if off-target mutations 
occurred in planta, they could be crossed out in following generations. 
 
 
Figure 2. The mechanism of Cas9-mediated mutagenesis. A sgRNA molecule with a 20 nt user-defined target 
guide sequence leads the Cas9 protein to the genomic DNA target, which must lie next to a protospacer adjacent 
motif (PAM). Cas9 induces a double strand break (DSB) which is repaired by the cell’s innate repair 
mechanisms. Non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) can cause indel mutations whereas homology-directed repair 
(HDR) can introduce specific sequences, for example artificially provided as a plasmid, by homologous 
recombination. (modified from Agrotis and Ketteler 2015) 
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1.4 Hypotheses and objectives 
This study was built on two hypotheses: (1) Rapeseed plants carrying loss-of-function 
mutations in all homoeologs of dehiscence zone identity genes, which are transcriptionally 
active in the silique, are shatter resistant. (2) CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis can knock 
out several homoeologs at a time. 
There were three major questions to answer: 
1. Can Cas9 efficiently mutate multiple homoeologs in parallel? 
2. How do mutations in selected dehiscence zone identity genes alter the shatter 
resistance in rapeseed? 
3. Can shatter resistance be reliably phenotyped by bench-top experiments with silique 
samples collected from greenhouse trials? 
Therefore, the main objectives of this study comprised: the detection of EMS-induced 
mutations in coding sequences of dehiscence zone identity genes, the targeted mutagenesis of 
dehiscence zone identity genes by a CRISPR/Cas9 approach, the phenotypic characterization 
of the mutants obtained, and the correlation of greenhouse experiments with field trials.
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2 CRISPR-Cas9 targeted mutagenesis leads to simultaneous 
modification of different homoeologous gene copies in polyploid 
oilseed rape (Brassica napus) 
Published in Plant Physiology, 2017 
www.plantphysiol.org, Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists 
2.1 Summary 
A single CRISPR-Cas9 target efficiently induces heritable mutations in two rapeseed gene 
homoeologs. 
2.2 Abstract 
In polyploid species, altering a trait by random mutagenesis is highly inefficient due to gene 
redundancy. We have stably transformed tetraploid oilseed rape (Brassica napus) with a 
CRISPR-Cas9 construct targeting two ALCATRAZ (ALC) homoeologs. ALC is involved in 
valve-margin development and thus contributes to seed shattering from mature fruits. 
Knocking out ALC would increase shatter resistance to avoid seed loss during mechanical 
harvest. We obtained a transgenic T1 plant with four alc mutant alleles by the use of a single 
target sequence. All mutations were stably inherited to the mprogeny. The T2 generation was 
devoid of any wild type alleles, proving that the underlying T1 was a non-chimeric double 
heterozygote. T-DNA and ALC loci were not linked as indicated by random segregation in the 
T2 generation. Hence, we could select double mutants lacking the T-DNA already in the first 
offspring generation. However, whole genome sequencing data revealed at least five 
independent insertions of vector backbone sequences. We did not detect any off-target effects 
in two genome regions homologous to the target sequence. The simultaneous alteration of 
multiple homoeologs by CRISPR-Cas9 mutagenesis without any background mutations will 
offer new opportunities for using mutant genotypes in rapeseed breeding. 
2.3 Introduction 
The primary gene pool of oilseed rape (Brassica napus, 2n = 38, AACC) has a low genetic 
diversity (Bus et al. 2011). Apart from wide crosses and genetic modification, spontaneous 
and induced mutations have been used to increase genetic variation. Inducing mutations with 
a measurable phenotypic effect is complicated by its amphidiploid nature. The nuclear 
genome consists of two genomes A and C originating from a hybridization between Brassica 
rapa (2n = 20, AA) and Brassica oleracea (2n = 18, CC). Consequently, every ortholog of 
Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) is represented by at least two rapeseed homoeologs with 
putatively redundant functions. To alter a monogenic trait, it is therefore necessary to combine 
mutated homoeologs from both subgenomes (Emrani et al. 2015; Wells et al. 2014). 
The acquisition of novel desired mutations has been facilitated by the introduction of the 
CRISPR-Cas9 system. The Cas9 nuclease can easily be programmed to induce double strand 
breaks within a target sequence (Doudna and Charpentier 2014). Those breaks are quickly 
mended by the innate repair system via non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). However, this 
repair mechanism frequently creates small insertions and deletions, which if located within a 
coding sequence often result in frame shift mutations. The application of CRISPR-Cas9 
targeted mutagenesis in plants has been demonstrated not only in Arabidopsis (Fauser et al. 
2014; Feng et al. 2014) but also in crops like wheat (Triticum aestivum), tomato (Solanum 
lycopersicum) and rice (Oryza sativa) (Wang et al. 2014; Brooks et al. 2014; Li et al. 2016b). 
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To our knowledge a proof of concept in oilseed rape has not been published yet. Lawrenson et 
al. (2015) reported the successful application of a CRISPR-Cas9 approach in B. oleracea, 
suggesting that a transfer to oilseed rape would also be feasible. There is one more feature of 
the CRISPR-Cas9 system which is of particular interest for the application in oilseed rape. 
The Cas9 protein when directed to multiple target sites can induce mutations simultaneously 
in different (homoeologous) sequences as has already been demonstrated in the tetraploid 
potato (Solanum tuberosum, 2n = 4x = 48) to alter starch synthesis (Andersson et al. 2017). 
We applied the CRISPR-Cas9 system for targeted mutagenesis to reduce yield loss in oilseed 
rape. A major issue of rapeseed production is its natural seed dispersal strategy that involves 
shattering of dry fruits, the so-called siliques. In extreme cases, pre-harvest losses of up to 
25 % have been reported (Price et al. 1996). Numerous studies in the model plant 
Arabidopsis, recently reviewed by Ballester and Ferrándiz (2017), have unraveled a gene 
network controlling the development of specialized silique tissues essential for fruit 
dehiscence. The basic regulators are the transcription factors SHATTERPROOF1 and 2, 
INDEHISCENT and ALCATRAZ (ALC). SHATTERPROOF1 and 2 redundantly induce 
expression of INDEHISCENT and ALCATRAZ. While indehiscent mutants are completely 
indehiscent due to the absence of both lignified cells and separation layer at the predetermined 
breaking point of the silique (Liljegren et al. 2004), alc mutants only lack the separation layer 
(Rajani and Sundaresan 2001). We hypothesize that rapeseed plants with knocked-out alc 
function produce siliques with an intermediate level of shatter resistance which could result in 
lower seed loss during threshing. 
Here, we report the targeted mutagenesis of two BnALC homoeologs by a CRISPR-Cas9 
approach. All four alleles were mutated in a single T1 plant using only one target sequence. 
This demonstrates the potential of CRISPR-Cas9 mediated genome editing for the 
simultaneous modification of different homoeologous gene copies in a polyploid species. 
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Sequence identification for multiple homoeolog targeting 
We aimed to knock out two rapeseed ALC homoeologs, BnaA.ALC.a (BnaA07g12110D) and 
BnaC.ALC.a (BnaC07g16290D) by CRISPR-Cas9 mediated mutations. For this purpose, we 
searched for sequences with high similarity between both genes. We chose a 20 bp target 
region from the BnaA.ALC.a homoeolog located in exon 1B upstream of the bHLH 
transcription factor domain (Figure 3A). This sequence is highly conserved between both 
homoeologs and is located adjacent to a ‘NGG’ protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM), which is 
an essential targeting component for Cas9. The only difference between the target sites is a 
SNP in the BnaC.ALC.a homoeolog 10 bp upstream of the PAM sequence (95 % identity). 
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Figure 3. NHEJ-mediated knock-out of two BnALC homoeologs. A, CRISPR-Cas9 target upstream of the bHLH 
domain of BnALC. The protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) is underlined. The boxed target sequence was based 
on BnaA.ALC.a and comprised a single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) to BnaC.ALC.a at position 10, 
highlighted in red. B, Four CRISPR-Cas9 induced mutant alleles detected by Sanger sequencing of a single 
double heterozygous T1 rapeseed plant. The size of each deletion/ insertion and the name of the allele are 
indicated on the right. The inserted base of allele C2 is highlighted by a red box. 
Then, we performed a BLAST search with our target sequence against the rapeseed genome 
(Darmor-bzh, version 4.1). Apart from the targeted BnALC paralogs, only two sequences were 
found which are located next to a PAM site (Figure 4). The first sequence which is 90% 
identical to the selected one belongs to gene model BnaC04g13390D which is predicted to 
encode a protein with a bHLH domain. The sequence similarity between the bHLH domains 
of BnaA.ALC.a and BnaC04g13390D is 81% whereas the similarity between the overall 
amino acid sequences is much lower (53%). The second sequence (80% identity) is located on 
chromosome C02 but without any predicted gene model. Based on these findings we expected 
a BnALC gene-specific mutagenesis without off-target effects. 
 
Figure 4. Alignment of the CRISPR-Cas9 target sequences from BnaA.ALC.a and BnaC.ALC.a in comparison to 
two potential off-target sites identified in the reference genome of Darmor-bzh by a BLAST search. The 
protospacer-adjacent motifs (PAM) are underlined. SNPs are highlighted in red. 
2.4.2 Rapeseed transformation and T2 seed production 
We cloned the 20 bp target sequence into the pChimera plasmid (Fauser et al. 2014) upstream 
of the chimeric sgRNA and under the control of the Arabidopsis Ubiquitin 6-26 promotor. 
Then, the construct was cloned into the final pCas9-TPC plasmid (Fauser et al. 2014), 
containing a bar resistance cassette and a plant codon-optimized Streptococcus pyogenes 
Cas9 nuclease under the control of the constitutive Petroselinum crispum Ubiquitin 4-2 
promotor. 
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We co-cultivated 625 hypocotyl explants of the spring rapeseed cv Haydn with 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens containing the recombinant pCas9-TPC plasmid. We obtained 
370 independent calli of which 112 initiated shoot regeneration under herbicide selection. 
Four shoots from four independent events (named CP1-4) survived an extended herbicide 
treatment and were regenerated as rooted plantlets after 9 to 11 months in tissue culture. 
These four T1 plants were transferred to the greenhouse, where they produced T2 seeds after 
self-pollination. We used the T1/T2 nomenclature in accordance with inbred populations 
where the F2 is the first segregating generation. 
2.4.3 Identification of CRISPR-Cas9 induced BnALC mutations   
We performed a PCR test using Cas1_f and Cas1_r primers (Table S1) to select T1 plants 
which carry the transgene insertion. The primers amplify a T-DNA region containing the 
CRISPR-Cas9 target sequence and the sgRNA. Only one plant (CP1) turned out to be 
transgenic which results in a transformation rate of 0.9% as calculated by the number of 
induced shoots. The rate of false-positive shoots, surviving prolonged herbicide selection but 
being non-transgenic, was 2.7%. 
Then, we sequenced both BnALC homoeologs of the transgenic CP1 plant. We expected that 
this plant carries at least one mutation in one out of four BnALC alleles. To our surprise, we 
found mutations in all target sequences, two in BnaA.ALC.a and two in BnaC.ALC.a (Figure 
3B). For easiness of understanding, the respective alleles were termed A2, A3, C2, and C3. 
Thus, CP1 does not contain non-mutated (‘wild type’) alleles (A1/C1) any more, at least not in 
the leaf tissue we analyzed. It could either be a double heterozygote or a chimeric plant. As 
expected, the CRISPR-Cas9 induced mutations occurred in the vicinity of the PAM sequence. 
We identified deletions of 1, 2 and 7 bp and a 1bp insertion, respectively. Those frame shift 
mutations will most likely result in non-functional proteins. Moreover, in silico analysis 
revealed that the mutations gave rise to premature stop codons upstream of the bHLH domain. 
In conclusion, we reason that CP1 has no functional BnALC gene any more.
2.4.4 Inheritance of BnALC mutations  
We wanted to know how the mutations and the transgene are inherited. If CP1 was not a 
chimera we expected a digenic segregation pattern. Moreover, we expected that the BnALC 
loci and the transgene locus are not linked. The mutant plant CP1 yielded 858 T2 seeds. First, 
we screened 36 T2 plants by PCR using the Cas1_f and Cas1_r primers which bind to the 
multiple cloning site of the pCas-TPC vector (Table S1). We found 27 transgenic and nine 
non-transgenic plants which is perfectly matching a Mendelian segregation for a single gene 
(Table 3). Thus, CP1 carries a single Cas9 insertion. 
Then, both BnALC homoeologs from all T2 plants were sequenced. All plants carried the 
mutated alleles, proving that CP1 was a non-chimeric double heterozygote (A2A3/C2C3). 
Furthermore, the segregation pattern was in accordance with a digenic inheritance and random 
segregation between genes. The transgene insertion and the mutations were not linked, as we 
could find non-transgenic plants with all four mutant alleles. Altogether, we found eight out 
of nine genotypes expected for random segregation. Only A2A2/C3C3 was missing from the T2 
plants investigated which is not surprising because the expected frequency is only 6.25 %. A 
phenotypical inspection of the T2 plants did not reveal any visible differences from cv Haydn. 
The plants displayed the same architecture and their fertility was not different from the wild 
type (Figure 5). Taken together, we have produced in one step a non-chimeric double mutant 
devoid of any wild type allele but carrying mutations in all BnALC homoeologs. 
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Figure 5. Growth types of CRISPR-Cas9 alc mutants resemble the wild type while siliques are more shatter 
resistant. A, T1 and T2 rapeseed plants carrying CRISPR-Cas9 mutated BnALC alleles next to cv Haydn which 
had been used for transformation. Plants were grown in 11 x 11 cm pots in the greenhouse. B, alc mutations 
show no visible effect on mature siliques of T1 and T2 mutants compared with cv Haydn. C, Results of shatter 
resistance measurements of alc T2 in comparison with cv Haydn. Peak tensile forces are displayed as means of 
siliques grouped according to their length. Error bars represent standard deviation. A significant difference is 
indicated by the asterisk (Student’s t test, P < 0.05).
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2.4.5 Searching for putative off-target effects 
We searched in our mutant plant CP1 for possible off-target activities of the Cas9 
endonuclease. We assumed that if any of these activities had occurred, mutations are to be 
expected within the two sequences with high similarity to our BnALC genes 
(BnaC04g13390D and the non-coding sequence on C02). We designed PCR primers which 
bind to flanking sequences of the potential off-target sites (Table S1). We sequenced the 
resulting PCR products from CP1 and from five T2 offspring. As we did not find any 
sequence variations compared to the Darmor-bzh reference genome, we reason that the plants 
probably do not carry off-target mutations in these regions. 
2.4.6 Analysis of whole genome sequence regarding T-DNA insertions 
We wanted to know whether CP1 houses any other T-DNA vector sequences apart from the 
expected T-DNA insertion. This information is important for field cultivation as a non-GMO 
plant. Whole genome sequence data of the T1 plant CP1 was produced by Illumina 
sequencing. A total of 412 million raw data paired-end reads were produced. After quality 
trimming, the genome coverage was, on average, 20x. 
The reads were mapped against the sequence of the transformation vector to validate the 
assumption of a single T-DNA insertion which was based on segregation analysis. The 
coverage of T-DNA reads was 20x like the average genome coverage, thus confirming a 
single-copy locus (Figure S2). 
Unexpectedly, the whole genome data mapped not only against the T-DNA but also against a 
700 bp vector backbone region. This region encodes a bacterial origin of replication (pUC19 
ori) and was strongly enriched with >100x coverage. Furthermore, Illumina sequence reads 
anchored the pUC19 ori to five different rapeseed genomic sequences, suggesting at least five 
insertions of the vector fragment in the plant genome. 
2.4.7 Silique shatter resistance 
We assessed shatter resistance of T2 alc mutants in comparison with cv Haydn by disrupting 
single siliques that we attached to a force meter. Maximum tensile forces were measured as 
the silique walls were torn away from the replum. We grouped siliques according to their 
lengths into three size classes of 3 to 4 cm, 4 to 5 cm, and 5 to 6 cm. Longer siliques tended to 
be more robust than short siliques, implicating a correlation of silique length and shatter 
resistance (Figure 5C). Regarding 3- to 4-cm-long and 4- to 5-cm-long siliques, no difference 
in silique robustness was observed between the two genotypes. However, 5- to 6-cm-long 
siliques of the alc mutants were more shatter resistant than same-sized siliques of the cultivar. 
2.5 Discussion 
We have demonstrated the potential of CRISPR-Cas9-targeted mutagenesis in the rapeseed 
genome. The main findings can be summarized as follows. (1) Frame-shift mutations have 
been induced within the target sequence of BnaA.ALC.a. (2) Moreover, mutations were also 
induced within the second BnALC homoeolog BnaC.ALC.a although it differs from the 
sgRNA target by one SNP. (3) The mutation efficiency was 100% and the T1 plant was 
nonchimeric; all T2 offspring were mutants. (4) The lack of mutations within two potential 
off-target sites with high homology to the sgRNA target sequence indicates that CRISPR-
Cas9 targeted mutagenesis in rapeseed could be very precise. (5) We recovered T2 plants with 
four mutated BnALC alleles that did not contain any T-DNA sequences. (6) Whole genome 
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sequencing data revealed the integration of vector backbone sequences into the rapeseed 
genome. (7) Five- to 6-cm-long siliques of alc mutants were more shatter resistant than 
siliques of cv Haydn. 
2.5.1 Specificity of the Cas9 system 
We had designed a sgRNA which is identical to the BnaA.ALC.a target region whereas it 
differs from BnaC.ALC.a by a SNP 10 nucleotides upstream of the PAM site. Finding 
induced mutations also in BnaC.ALC.a is in line with previous reports that Cas9 tolerates 
mismatches within the target site (Hsu et al. 2013; Endo et al. 2015; Lawrenson et al. 2015). 
Regarding polyploid species like rapeseed, this opens up new opportunities for a one-step 
modification of whole gene families. Simultaneous editing of three homoeoalleles in 
hexaploid bread wheat was previously reported by the use of a transcription activator-like 
effector nuclease (TALEN; Wang et al. 2014). Meanwhile, mutating three to four closely 
related genes with a single CRISPR-Cas9 target has been achieved for Arabidopsis and 
tetraploid potato (Yan et al. 2016; Andersson et al. 2017).  
We did not observe any off-target effects in two sequences which are homologous to the 
intended BnALC target. The number and location of SNPs between the target sequence and 
the potential off-target site are likely to play a role as was already described for an extensive 
off-target study in human cells with more than 700 sgRNA variants tested (Hsu et al. 2013). 
In our study, the off-target sites contained either two SNPs at positions 10 and 12 upstream of 
the PAM or four SNPs at positions 4, 14, 19 and 20 (Figure 4). This minimizes the probability 
for off-target mutations to occur in any other sequence of the genome with an even lower 
similarity to the sgRNA. 
2.5.2 Integration of vector backbone fragments 
After A. tumefaciens-mediated transformation, we expected to find only T-DNA insertions of 
the region flanked by left and right border into the plant genome. However, we also detected 
sequences of the pUC19 origin of replication in our T1 plant. The observation of integrated 
vector backbone fragments was recently reported for transgenic Arabidopsis, wheat, and rice 
(Schouten et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2016; Li et al. 2016c). Thus, backbone insertions seem to 
be common across plant species. 
To some extent, those sequence insertions are a shortcoming of A. tumefaciens-mediated 
CRISPR-Cas9 transformations. We will establish a PCR based protocol to select homozygous 
mutants lacking any vector sequences. This will allow us to perform field trials even under 
strict European GMO regulations. In the future, this problem could be avoided by using 
DNA-free transformation techniques like in vitro pre-assembled Cas9-sgRNA 
ribonucleoproteins (RNPs). Successful induction of CRISPR-Cas9 mutations by RNPs has 
been demonstrated for Arabidopsis, tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum), rice, lettuce (Lactuca 
sativa), and maize (Zea mays; Woo et al. 2015; Svitashev et al. 2016), although a routine 
application in crops remains to be demonstrated. 
2.5.3 The efficiency of the CRISPR-Cas9 mutation system in rapeseed in 
comparison with EMS mutagenesis 
The 100% success rate regarding mutations in all BnALC alleles suggests high Cas9 activity 
in early stages of tissue culture, giving rise to nonchimeric plants. Lawrenson et al. (2015) 
reported lower mutation frequencies in first generation transgenic barley (Hordeum vulgare) 
and B. oleracea plants of 23% and 10%, respectively. The frequencies of potato lines with 
multiple mutated alleles ranged between 20% and 67% (Andersson et al. 2017). In rice, the 
expression level of Cas9 and sgRNA as well as the extent of the culture period of the 
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transgenic callus impact the frequency of CRISPR-Cas9 induced mutations. Mikami et al. 
(2015) reported that high expression levels and long culture periods increased the number of 
mutations. In our experiment, we did not measure the expression rate of the transgenic 
sequences in T1 plants because we assume a strong expression under the control of the 
constitutive ubiquitin promotors. Moreover, their high transcriptional activity was confirmed 
by the mutations in the target sequences. In conclusion, we do not see a reason to modify the 
expression cassettes for future CRISPR-Cas9 experiments with rapeseed.  
Conventionally, novel genetic variation has been induced into breeding programs by random 
mutagenesis through irradiation or treatment with chemicals like EMS. A well-established 
method is the identification of mutations from randomly-mutagenized plant populations by 
TILLING (Till et al. 2006). However, the huge background mutation load is a severe 
drawback of randomly induced mutations. For rapeseed, after an EMS mutation experiment 
the number of background mutations was estimated to be in a range of 130,000 mutations per 
plant (Harloff et al. 2012). They can have a negative impact on various characters. We have 
observed stunted growth, abnormal inflorescence, and reduced seed yield in the M2 generation 
(unpublished data). 
Another problem arises mainly in polyploids if several homoeologs contribute independently 
to a phenotype. Chemical and irradiation mutagenesis only yield plants with single mutations 
in one or another homoeolog. The probability for double mutations to occur is extremely low. 
However, in many cases single mutations do not have the desired effect. As a consequence, 
different mutations must be combined in one genotype by time-consuming crossing and 
backcrossing procedures which can take many years. This has recently been demonstrated for 
genes which are involved in the biosynthesis of sinapine. Knockout of only one homoeolog 
had no measurable effect whereas a double mutant obtained after crossing two single mutants 
showed significantly reduced sinapine contents in the seed (Emrani et al. 2015). 
In conclusion, the CRISPR-Cas9 system is clearly superior to classical mutagenesis. We 
propose that in the future, all members of a given gene family can be knocked out by a single 
CRISPR-Cas9 experiment and without off-target effects. Thus, targeted mutation induction 
will accelerate the introduction of mutants into breeding programs. 
2.5.4 Silique measurements imply increased shatter resistance due to alc 
mutations 
We assessed shatter resistance of alc mutants and cv Haydn by measuring the peak tensile 
force necessary to tear silique walls apart from the replum. While the genotypes had no effect 
on shatter resistance of short siliques, we observed an increased shatter resistance of alc 
siliques longer than 5 cm. This finding is promising, because field grown rapeseed usually 
produces siliques greater than 5 cm. Therefore, we expect to find stronger effects in the field 
as a verification of our greenhouse observations. 
Compared to other rapeseed cultivars, cv Haydn has an elevated shatter resistance (data not 
shown). We had chosen this genotype for our experiments because of its high transformation 
efficiency (Boszoradova et al. 2011). However, cv Haydn is considered an old variety because 
it was released in the year 2000. The mutations can easily be introduced into current elite 
material by marker-assisted selection to breed new varieties with a high shatter resistance. 
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2.6 Conclusion 
We demonstrate the power of the CRISPR-Cas9 system for targeted mutation induction in 
rapeseed. This technique opens new possibilities to precisely alter the function of genes 
avoiding the obstacles of random mutagenesis. Simultaneous modification of several 
homoeologs is of key interest to create new genetic variation in a polyploid species. Although 
the legal situation in Europe is not yet clear, we expect that CRISPR-Cas9 induced single (or 
oligo) nucleotide mutations will increase the genetic basis for rapeseed breeding in the future. 
Moreover, we demonstrated the power of whole genome sequencing to detect transformation 
vector backbone fragments in the recipient genome which must be eliminated from 
segregating offspring by marker-assisted selection. The next efforts of our research group 
regarding targeted mutagenesis will concern genes controlling the biosynthesis of secondary 
metabolites such as glucosinolates or phytic acid, which negatively impact the seed quality. 
2.7 Materials and methods 
2.7.1 Plant material 
We used the spring rapeseed (Brassica napus ‘Haydn’) for hypocotyl transformation. Seeds 
were obtained from the seed company Norddeutsche Pflanzenzucht Hans-Georg Lembke.  
For hypocotyl transformation, seeds were sterilized and plants were grown for 7 d on 
germination medium in complete darkness. Etiolated hypocotyls were cut into 1-cm pieces. 
T1 and T2 plants were grown in 11- x 11-cm pots in the greenhouse (16 h of light/ 8 h of dark, 
20 °C-23 °C). We mounted selfing bags at the beginning of flowering to control pollination. 
2.7.2 BnALC sequences and putative off-target sites 
Genomic sequences of the two BnALC homoeologs BnaA.ALC.a and BnaC.ALC.a were 
obtained from Hua et al. (2009). We performed a BLAST search of the sequences against the 
rapeseed reference genome (Darmor-bzh version 4.1) and identified them to correspond to 
gene models BnaA07g12110D and BnaC07g16290D 
(http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/brassicanapus/), located on chromosomes A07 and C07. The 
coding sequences span 657 and 651 bp and are organized in five exons. BnaA.ALC.a contains 
an additional intron of about 4.7 kb, splitting exon 1 into exon 1 A and B. A conserved basic 
helix-loop-helix (bHLH) domain ranges from exon 2 to 4. 
Putative off-target sites were identified by performing a BLAST search of the target sequence 
against the reference genome. We designed primers for the amplification of off-target regions 
(Table S1). PCR amplicons from T1 and T2 plants were Sanger sequenced. 
2.7.3 Vector construction and plant transformation 
For targeted mutagenesis, we used the binary vector system pChimera and pCas9-TPC 
(Fauser et al. 2014). The transformation plasmid pCas9-TPC contains a bar cassette for 
herbicide selection in plants. A 20 bp target sequence neighboring a 5′-NGG PAM was 
selected in an exonic region upstream of the bHLH domain in BnALC (Figure 3A) and was 
cloned into the respective plasmid (Figure S1). The Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain 
GV3101 pMP90RK was used for plant transformation. 
For rapeseed hypocotyl transformation, we followed the protocol described by Zarhloul et al. 
(2006) with modifications regarding the selection. We applied 500 mg L
-1
 carbenicillin to 
deplete A. tumefaciens and 6 mg L
-1
 phosphinothricin to select transgenic plants. 
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2.7.4 Mutant identification 
Genomic DNA was isolated from leaf samples by a standard CTAB method. The presence of 
the transformation cassette was tested by PCR using primers Cas1_f and Cas1_r (Table S1; 
Figure S1). 
CRISPR-Cas9 targeted mutations were identified by Sanger sequencing of PCR amplicons 
using primer combinations ALC33/ALC16 and ALC13/ALC12 (Table S1). In addition, PCR 
fragments of the T1 plant were cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector system (Promega, 
Mannheim, Germany) and transformed into Escherichia coli. Single colonies were picked for 
PCR and the amplicons were sequenced in the same way. 
2.7.5 Illumina sequencing and sequence analysis 
Genomic DNA isolated from leaf material of the T1 plant CP1 was used for Illumina 
sequencing. A whole-genome shotgun library was constructed using standard procedures 
(TruSeq DNA; Illumina) and provided with Illumina adapter indices (AD002, AD004, and 
AD007). The library was quantified using real-time PCR (Mascher et al. 2013). Cluster 
formation using the cBot device and paired-end sequencing (HiSeq2500, 2 x 101 cycles, 
index read, rapid run modus) were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
(Illumina). 
Sequence reads of CP1 and a negative control cultivar, Grossluesewitzer (Schmutzer et al. 
2015), were aligned to a reference consisting of the rapeseed reference genome (Chalhoub et 
al. 2014) and the vector sequence with BWA mem version 0.7.15 (Li 2013). The resultant 
SAM file was converted to BAM format with SAMtools (Li et al. 2009) and sorted by 
reference position using Novosort (http://www.novocraft.com/products/novosort/). Read 
depth was calculated with the command samtools depth using only uniquely aligned reads 
with a mapping quality of 20 or greater and plotted with standard R functions (R Core Team 
2015). 
2.7.6 Shatter resistance measurements 
Siliques were harvested manually at maturity and stored in paper bags. The samples were 
equilibrated for moisture content in a climate control cabinet (VB0714; Vötsch 
Industrietechnik) at 25 °C and 40% relative humidity for at least 3 d prior to measurement. 
Equilibration conditions were derived from Bruce et al. (2002). 
To determine the force necessary to tear the valves of a silique apart from the replum, siliques 
were fixed with two alligator clamps attached to a Newton meter (type FH10) on a manual 
test stand (model TVL; Sauter). Maximum peak tensile forces were measured. Silique length 
was recorded for every data point. The beak of the silique was excluded from length 
measurement. A total of 150 siliques pooled from five to seven individual plants were 
measured per genotype. Siliques were grouped according to their lengths to calculate mean 
peak tensile forces of three size classes (3–4 cm, 4–5 cm, and 5–6 cm). Student’s t tests were 
run to assess the significance of observed differences. 
2.8 Accession numbers 
The WGS sequence of T1 plant CP1 can be found in the EMBL European Nucleotide Archive 
(ENA) under accession number PRJEB20660. 
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2.9 Supplemental data 
The following supplemental materials are available. 
Figure S1. Vector map of the recombinant pCas9-TPC plasmid used for this study. 
Figure S2. Mapping results of genome sequence of the transgenic T1 plant CP1 (upper chart) 
and the negative control cv Grossluesewitzer (lower chart) against the transformation vector 
sequence. 
Table S1. Primers used in this study. 
Table S2. Results of silique shatter trials. 
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3 The effect of INDEHISCENT point mutations on silique shatter 
resistance in oilseed rape (Brassica napus) 
Under review 
3.1 Summary 
Silique shattering is a major factor reducing the yield stability of oilseed rape 
(Brassica napus). Attempts to improve silique robustness often include the use of mutations 
in target genes identified from Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana). A variety of phenotyping 
methods assessing the level of shatter resistance were previously described. However, a 
comparative and comprehensive evaluation of the methods has not yet been undertaken. We 
verified the increase of shatter resistance in indehiscent double knock-down mutants obtained 
by TILLING with a systematic approach comparing three independent phenotyping methods. 
A positive correlation of silique length and robustness was observed and accounted for in the 
analyses. Microscopic studies ruled out the influence of different lignification patterns. 
Instead, we propose a model to explain increased shattering resistance by altered cell shapes 
and sizes within the contact surfaces of replum and valves. 
3.2 Introduction 
Rapeseed (Brassica napus, AACC, 2n = 38) is mainly grown in temperate regions for its oil-
containing seeds. The use of rapeseed oil is widespread and covers food and feed as well as 
industrial production chains. Because seeds are the most important yield component, the 
plant’s natural propagation mechanism troubles farmers: B. napus siliques dry out at maturity 
and burst open at application of low forces, shedding the seeds. This process of silique 
shattering, also called dehiscence or fruit shedding, can cause pre-harvest losses of up to 25% 
in adverse weather conditions (Price et al. 1996). Up to 10% pre-harvest losses were reported 
from commercial rapeseed production in Canada (Gulden et al. 2003). Therefore, increasing 
shatter resistance is an important breeding objective. However, a careful fine-tuning is 
necessary to obtain siliques that can still be opened in commercial processing and avoid the 
application of high forces which might harm the seeds and reduce oil quality. 
Seed shattering is promoted by the development of specialized cell layers called dehiscence 
zone, which act as a predetermined breaking point between the two valves and the central 
replum (Meakin and Roberts 1990b). The dehiscence zone consists of a lignified layer, 
turning rigid at maturity, and a separation layer, secreting enzymes that cause breakdown of 
the middle lamella (Sander et al. 2001; Ogawa et al. 2009). This labile structure easily breaks 
after physical impact. 
A network of transcription factors termed ‘dehiscence zone identity genes’ was identified in 
Arabidopsis. The basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factor INDEHISCENT (IND) 
controls both differentiation of lignified and separation layer (Liljegren et al. 2004). 
ALCATRAZ (ALC) and SPATULA (SPT), also bHLH proteins, are essential for separation 
layer development (Rajani and Sundaresan 2001; Girin et al. 2011). A feedback-loop between 
IND and ALC/SPT was suggested (Lenser and Theißen 2013). Further upstream, the 
redundant MADS box transcription factors SHATTERPROOF 1 and 2 (SHP1/2) induce IND, 
ALC, and SPT expression (Ferrándiz 2000; Liljegren et al. 2000). Studies describing 
indehiscent shp1/2, alc, ind, and spt mutants of Arabidopsis support the concept of knocking-
out dehiscence zone identity genes to increase shatter resistance (Ferrándiz 2000; Liljegren et 
al. 2000; Rajani and Sundaresan 2001; Liljegren et al. 2004; Groszmann et al. 2011). ALC, 
IND, and SHP2 gene homologs were identified in rapeseed (Hua et al. 2009; Tan et al. 2009; 
Girin et al. 2010) and the functional conservation of BrIND and BoIND was described in 
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Brassica rapa and Brassica oleracea (Girin et al. 2010). A granted patent and a patent 
application filed by Bayer CropScience claim the increased shatter resistance of rapeseed 
Bnind and Bnalc double mutants (Laga 2013; Laga et al. 2015). The breeding company 
Limagrain provides genetically fixed shatter resistance within several rapeseed hybrid 
cultivars. However, the underlying gene remains to be kept a company secret. 
TILLING (Targeting Induced Local Lesions in Genomes) is a reverse genetics approach that 
combines mutagenesis and mutant identification. Mutations are induced randomly across the 
genome e.g. by application of chemicals like ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS). DNA of M2 
plants is then pooled and target regions are amplified by PCR. Mutant screening is performed 
by heteroduplex restriction visualized on denaturing polyacrylamide gels (Till et al. 2006). 
According to European law, the identified mutants are not considered to be genetically 
modified organisms and can therefore be introduced into breeding programs by backcrossing 
to elite material. Thus, silique shattering resistance can be fixed in novel rapeseed varieties. 
Various phenotyping methods for silique shatter resistance in rapeseed have previously been 
described. One of the older methods is a cantilever test, in which pressure force is applied to 
single siliques in order to assess rupture energy (Kadkol et al. 1984). The current standard 
approach, however, comprises the random impact test (RIT) first described by Bruce et al. 
(2002). Intact siliques are accelerated in a container together with steel balls. The measure of 
shatter resistance is the time necessary to disrupt 50% of invested siliques (T1/2). Most of the 
subsequent studies suggested a positive correlation of silique length and T1/2 (Summers et al. 
2003; Udall et al. 2006), whereas Wang et al. (2007) proposed a negative correlation which 
they supported by yield loss assessed from field trials. Furthermore, high T1/2 values were 
correlated with large replum-valve joint areas (Hu et al. 2015). 
Our study aimed at assessing the effect of Bnind mutations on silique shatter resistance and 
silique structure in rapeseed. Furthermore, we wanted to elucidate whether cultivars with high 
shatter resistance differ in BnALC and BnIND gene structures. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 BnIND expression increases during silique development 
Rapeseed comprises two BnIND homoeologs, BnaA.IND.a (BnaA03g27180D) and 
BnaC.IND.a (BnaC03g32180D) which contain a single exon with a conserved bHLH domain. 
For an initial characterization, the expression of both genes was assessed during four stages of 
silique development at 0, 15, 25, and 42 days after pollination (DAP). While 0 DAP describes 
the day of pollination, 42 days later siliques were close to maturation, what could easily be 
observed by a change of color from green to yellow. Dehiscence zone tissue was enriched 
during sampling so that a dilution of BnIND levels due to a high proportion of non-expressing 
tissues was prevented. 
The housekeeping gene BnACTIN2 was utilized for normalization of RT-qPCR values. Both 
BnIND homoeologs were equally low expressed at 0 and 15 DAP (Figure 6). Upon 25 DAP, 
the expression of both genes was induced. The increased expression levels were retained until 
42 DAP. At 42 DAP, BnaA.IND.a levels were approximately 2.5-fold higher than 
BnaC.IND.a levels but, probably due to a reduced number of biological replicates for this 
developmental stage, the difference was not significant. 
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Figure 6. Relative gene expression of BnIND homoeologs in pistil and silique tissue of the rapeseed variety 
Express at 0, 15, 25, and 42 DAP. Expression was normalized against BnACTIN2. Values are expressed as 
means of biological and technical replicates plus standard error of the mean. A shared letter implies no 
significant difference (two-sided t-test, α > 0.05). 
3.3.2 EMS mutations in BnIND homoeologs were identified 
To obtain Bnind mutants, 3,840 M2 individuals of an EMS mutant population of winter 
rapeseed cultivar Express (Harloff et al. 2012) were screened by TILLING. Homoeolog-
specific PCR amplicons spanned 789 bp and 792 bp of BnaA.IND.a and BnaC.IND.a, 
respectively. Thus, 98 and 90% of the coding sequences were covered, including the bHLH 
domain. A total of 29 missense mutations, two 3’ UTR mutations and one nonsense mutation 
were identified (Table S3; Figure S3). Three mutations in BnaA.IND.a (ind-1 to ind-3) and 
four mutations in BnaC.IND.a (ind-4 to ind-7) were selected for further analysis (Figure 7a). 
The selection comprised four missense mutations outside of the bHLH domain, two missense 
mutations within the bHLH domain, and the premature stop codon mutation. Double mutant 
plants with two impaired BnIND homoeologs were produced by crossing.
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3.3.3 Silique length and shatter resistance are positively correlated 
To assess silique shatter resistance, three different phenotyping methods were implemented. 
They comprised a random impact test (RIT), a tensile force measurement, and a cantilever 
trial. In order to identify ideal test settings, we first tested siliques of cultivar Express which 
varied in lengths. 
In the RIT, we assessed the time necessary to disrupt 50% of invested siliques (T1/2) by 
agitating them in a cylindrical container in the presence of steel balls. Three size classes were 
considered, comprising 3- to 4-cm-, 4- to 5-cm-, and 5- to 6-cm-long siliques. T1/2 increased 
significantly with silique lengths (Figure S4a). However, we observed that the steel balls 
could not take up full speed when 5- to 6-cm-long siliques were tested. 
Regarding the tensile force trial, 3- to 8-cm-long siliques were fixed by attaching alligator 
clamps to both valves. Then, tensile forces were measured while tearing the valves apart. 
When plotting the silique length against the peak tensile force, a weak positive linear 
correlation was observed with a Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 0.33 (Figure S4b). 
Regression values reached from 1.098 N at a silique length of 3 cm to 1.643 N at a silique 
length of 8 cm. 
To exclude the effect of silique length, a cantilever test was employed. Single siliques were 
fixed on a plane in a way that the pedicel end overlapped by 1.5 cm. Then, pressure force was 
applied to this fixed silique segment, which was of the same length for each sample. We did 
not expect to find a correlation, when plotting silique length against peak pressure force. 
Surprisingly, the positive linear correlation was even more pronounced (r = 0.64, Figure S4c). 
The regression was steeper, with 0.758 N at 3 cm and 2.445 N at 8 cm silique length. 
From these initial findings we concluded that for each phenotyping method, it is necessary to 
account for silique length in order to produce results comparable between genotypes. In 
practice, we performed all following RITs with 3- to 4-cm-long siliques. Regarding force 
measurements, we calculated linear regressions of silique length and force for each genotype 
and compared regression values at a fixed silique length of 4 cm. 
We focused on force measurements instead of RITs because they yield more data points by 
considering single siliques. Therefore, a more pronounced differentiation between genotypes 
was expected. 
3.3.4 Bnind double mutants display higher shatter resistance 
Next, we measured peak tensile forces of siliques collected from M4 Bnind single mutants and 
segregating F3 double mutant families. Maximum tensile forces (Nmax) are displayed as 
differences by subtracting the force values of Express from the respective genotype. Positive 
differences indicate a higher shatter resistance compared with Express, while negative 
differences imply a reduced shatter resistance. 
Out of the seven selected Bnind single mutants, five could be assessed for shatter resistance. 
The remaining two had a reduced fertility due to EMS background mutations and did not set a 
sufficient amount of siliques for the tests. Mutants ind-1, ind-2, ind-5, and ind-7 did not differ 
in shatter resistance compared with Express (Figure 8a). This was expected because only one 
BnIND homoeolog was impaired so that the functional second homoeologs could rescue the 
phenotype. However, invested forces for the disruption of ind-4 siliques were 0.544 N higher 
compared with Express.
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F3 double mutants with two mutated BnIND homoeologs were compared with segregating 
BnIND wild types sharing the same EMS mutation background (Figure 8b). While the shatter 
resistance of EMS plants with wild type BnIND alleles and Express was similar, three out of 
seven Bnind double mutants showed a significant increase. They shared the premature stop 
codon mutation ind-2 in BnaA.IND.a and differed in mutations within BnaC.IND.a. The most 
pronounced effect with an increase of peak forces by 1.495 N compared with Express was 
observed for double mutant ind-2 ind-6, which combines the nonsense mutation with a 
missense mutation located within the functional domain. No F3 BnIND wild type EMS plants 
were available for this mutation combination. To account for possible background effects, the 
double mutant was backcrossed with the donor line Express. In the segregating F2, sufficient 
silique material was produced to compare double mutant and wild type. The effect of the 
double mutation ind-2 ind-6 could be verified, while EMS plants with BnIND wild type 
alleles did not differ significantly from Express (Figure 8c). 
Apart from Express, seven additional rapeseed cultivars were evaluated by the tensile force 
measurement (Figure 8d). Siliques of Apex, Avatar, Drakkar, and Westar were as susceptible 
as those of Express. In contrast, tensile forces of Artoga, Haydn, and Mozart were comparable 
to the best performing Bnind double mutant. The siliques of Artoga were so robust that 
tearing the valves apart was rarely possible. Instead of detaching dehiscence zones, often the 
valves themselves collapsed. As a result, only a reduced number of measurements could be 
considered for the evaluation but they still yielded a significant effect. 
As a cross-validation of the tensile force measurements, three Bnind double mutants and three 
cultivars were subjected to RIT (Figure 8e). After 66 ± 1 seconds, half of the siliques of 
Express were disrupted. As expected, T1/2 values of double mutant ind-1 ind-5 and cultivar 
Apex did not differ from Express. At the same time, double mutant ind-2 ind-6 and cultivar 
Artoga had increased T1/2 values of 208 ± 12 and 223 ± 9 seconds, respectively. Only double 
mutant ind-2 ind-7 had no positive effect on shatter resistance in RIT, although it was 
classified as shatter resistant according to the tensile force trial. 
In a third round of phenotyping, Artoga, Express, and the best performing double mutant ind-
2 ind-6 were assessed by the cantilever test (Figure 8f). About 1.095 ± 0.128 N pressure force 
caused 4-cm-long siliques of Express to burst. For Artoga and the Bnind double mutant, 
increased forces of 1.967 ± 0.339 N and 2.926 ± 0.201 N were measured. Summarizing, all 
phenotyping methods provided consistent results. 
3.3.5 Shatter resistant Bnind double mutant shows altered silique structure 
Because it was known that BnIND is involved in the development of dehiscence zone tissues 
in Arabidopsis, cryosections of 15- and 42-DAP-old siliques from Express, the F2 double 
mutant ind-2 ind-6, and the segregating BnIND wild type were investigated under the light 
microscope. Surprisingly, neither the lignification pattern nor the separation layer was 
changed (Figure S6). 
However, at a closer inspection of the contact surfaces of replum and valves, we realized a 
thickened replum-valve joint area in the mutants. To correlate shatter resistance and replum-
valve joint area index (RJAI), we performed tensile force measurements with Express and the 
F3 double mutant ind-2 ind-6. In order to be able to dissect the influence of silique length, we 
evaluated 2- to 3-cm- and 5- to 6-cm-long siliques. Then, the RJAI was assessed under the 
microscope (Figure S7). 
As expected, the RJAI increased in positive correlation with the silique length (r = 0.74, Table 
4). Short siliques of the double mutant had an RJAI of 0.48 ± 0.15 mm
2
, whereas long siliques 
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had an RJAI of 1.51 ± 0.48 mm
2
. This effect was less pronounced in Express with RJAIs of 
0.45 ± 0.12 mm
2
 and 1.02 ± 0.38 mm
2
. Thus, significantly enlarged RJAIs fitted well to the 
increase of shatter resistance between long Express siliques (1.584 ± 0.499 N) and long 
mutant siliques (3.313 ± 0.783 N). Nonetheless, we still lacked the rationale for the strength 
of short mutant siliques (2.197 ± 0.807 N) because they were more robust than Express 
siliques (short and long) albeit having comparably low RJAIs. 
Table 4. Silique parameters assessed in the RJAI experiment. Shatter resistance was assessed by tensile force 
measurement. Values are expressed as mean and standard deviation. n = 50. Statistic evaluation was based on 
pairwise t-tests. Values that share the same letters (a, b) do not differ significantly (P ≥ 0.05). 
Genotype Size class Mean silique length 





Mean tensile force 
± SD (Nmax) 
F3 double mutant 
ind-2 ind-6 
2 – 3 cm 2.7 ± 0.3 
a
 0.48 ± 0.15 
a
 2.197 ± 0.807 
5 – 6 cm 5.4 ± 0.3 
b
 1.51 ± 0.48 3.313 ± 0.783 
Express 
2 – 3 cm 2.7 ± 0.3 
a
 0.45 ± 0.12 
a
 0.923 ± 0.437 
5 – 6 cm 5.5 ± 0.3 
b
 1.02 ± 0.38 1.584 ± 0.499 
In order to further approach the underlying structures for shatter resistance, we performed 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the contact surface of replum and valve of short and 
long siliques of Express and the F3 double mutant ind-2 ind-6. The average length of cells was 
assessed from four regions per silique. The regions under observation were the pedicel end 
and the middle of the silique for both replum and valve (Figure 9). While the contact surfaces 
of Express siliques were made up of almost rectangular, oblong cells, mutant siliques showed 
cells of varying shapes with a high proportion of smaller, rounded cells. The average length of 
cells ranged from 22 to 39 µm in Express and from 13 to 21 µm in the mutant (Table 5). In 
contrast to the RJAI, differences in cell dimensions were already apparent for short siliques. 
Within genotypes, cell lengths at the replum base did not differ significantly, whereas the cell 
lengths in the remaining three regions were negatively correlated with silique size. 
Consequently, the data imply a link between small cell sizes in dehiscence zone surfaces and 
shatter resistance. We suggest that the shatter resistant Bnind phenotype is based on the 
combined effect of enlarged RJAIs together with smaller cells in the dehiscence zone. 
Table 5. Silique parameters assessed in the SEM experiment. Peak pressure forces were obtained from cantilever 
tests. Values are means and standard deviation of n observations. Statistic evaluation was based on pairwise t-







Express F3 double mutant 
ind-2 ind-6 
Silique 1 Silique 2 Silique 1 Silique 2 
Mean n Mean n Mean n Mean n 
Silique 
measures  
Silique length (cm) 3.5 1 7.2 1 3.5 1 5.1 1 




Replum pedicel end (µm) 28 ± 6 
a
 13 24 ± 8 
a
 14 17 ± 6 
b
 26 17 ± 6 
b
 37 
Replum middle (µm) 28 ± 6 24 23 ± 6 24 20 ± 7 67 15 ± 6 70 
Valve pedicel end (µm) 39 ± 17 20 22 ± 9 
a
 43 21 ± 5 
a
 28 13 ± 5 67 
Valve middle (µm) 34 ± 10 39 22 ± 9 
a
 63 21 ± 5 
a
 32 17 ± 6 32 
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3.3.6 Partial sequencing of dehiscence zone identity genes revealed 
polymorphisms among rapeseed cultivars 
As the mechanism of genetic regulation underlying the increased shatter resistance of the 
rapeseed cultivars is not yet fully understood, we sequenced essential parts of the dehiscence 
zone identity genes BnaA.ALC.a (BnaA07g12110D), BnaC.ALC.a (BnaC07g16290D), 
BnaA.IND.a, and BnaC.IND.a to check for putative causal mutations. PCR amplicons 
covering at least 73.5% of the coding sequence of each gene, including the bHLH domain 
(Figure S5; Table S9), were subjected to Sanger sequencing. In addition to the shatter 
resistant genotypes Artoga, Haydn, and Mozart, the susceptible cultivars Drakkar and Express 
were included. The observed coding sequences of BnaA.ALC.a and BnaC.IND.a were 
identical within all five cultivars. Within BnaA.IND.a, a 9-nucleotide-long polymorphism 
resulting in the presence/absence variation of three amino acids, was identified upstream of 
the bHLH domain (Figure 7b). The spring types Drakkar, Haydn, and Mozart shared three 
additional glutamic acids at amino acid positions 74-76. However, the polymorphism 
correlated only with the growth type and not with shatter resistance. The same cultivars 
contained a SNP within the bHLH domain of BnaC.ALC.a, which leads to the exchange of 
glutamic acid with aspartic acid (E55D, Figure 7c). 
3.4 Discussion 
3.4.1 BnIND expression profiles differed from literature 
BnIND expression increased after 25 DAP. The data indicated a differential expression of the 
two homoeologs at 42 DAP, which could not be finally validated due to a limited number of 
biological replicates. The lack of a sufficient number of replicates was owed to the difficulty 
of recovering RNA from mature siliques. 
In contrast to the expression pattern that we describe, Kay et al. (2013) reported the highest 
expression of IND in floral buds of Arabidopsis and reduced levels in developing siliques. 
However, these findings are misleading because they did not enrich dehiscence zone tissue 
prior to RNA isolation, although IND expression is limited to a few cell layers (Liljegren et al. 
2004; Girin et al. 2010). Therefore, IND expression was diluted with increasing silique size. 
The same problem arises from previously reported RT-qPCR measurements of BnIND and 
BrIND in rapeseed and B. rapa (Zhang et al. 2016). Again, dilution of dehiscence zone-
specific genes with increasing silique length was not considered. Furthermore, only a single 
primer combination was used so that a differentiation between the homoeologs was not 
possible. By overcoming these issues, we provided novel insights into BnIND gene regulation 
in B. napus. 
3.4.2 Shatter resistance measurements 
Positive effects of silique length on RIT results have been reported before (Summers et al. 
2003; Udall et al. 2006; Hu et al. 2015). Regarding our RIT set-up, part of this effect might 
have been caused by the experimental design, as steel balls in the container with longer 
siliques did not catch up as much speed as with shorter ones. We performed direct force 
measurements to further elucidate the correlation of shatter resistance and silique length. 
While it was not a surprise that the tensile force measurements confirmed a correlation of 
silique length and disruptive force, the cantilever test should have been independent of length, 
as all siliques had been fixed at the same length. However, there was a clear effect, which we 
explain by an increased contact surface at the silique end (namely RJAI values). This is in 
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accordance with a study by Hu et al. (2015), which demonstrated the association of large 
RJAIs with shatter resistance. 
The three employed phenotyping methods consistently identified a Bnind double mutant with 
superior shatter resistance. Because no F3 BnIND wild type EMS plants were available for this 
specific mutation combination, a backcross with Express was performed. In the segregating 
F2, Bnind double mutants were more shatter resistant than BnIND wild types and Express. 
This proved that the effect was not caused by the EMS mutation background. 
A comparison of shatter resistance measurements with preceding studies is complicated by 
the lack of a shared standard protocol. Even though there are many research groups who 
phenotype by RIT, there are differences regarding the sizes of test containers, the number and 
weight of the steel balls, and the speed of shaking. Often, silique lengths of tested samples are 
not indicated. Nevertheless, our results are in accordance with previous findings. We 
confirmed the advertised shatter resistance of cultivar Artoga in three independent 
phenotyping approaches. Furthermore, we classified Apex as susceptible which resembles a 
study by Bruce et al. (2002). 
For applied plant breeding, bench-top phenotyping is of little use unless it can be related to 
field observations. In a preceding study, T1/2 values from greenhouse grown rapeseed plants 
explained 56% of variation in field losses, while T1/2 values of siliques sampled from the field 
explained 80% (Wang et al. 2007). Likewise, correlations of cantilever trial results and field 
observations were reported (Kadkol et al. 1984). Because RIT, cantilever trial, and tensile 
force trial classified our Bnind double mutant as shatter resistant, we assume to find an 
improved field performance as well. Nonetheless, the final proof is pending. 
3.4.3 Mechanical influence of dehiscence zone cell structure on silique shatter 
resistance 
Since the lignification pattern and the separation layer of siliques from Express and the ind-2 
ind-6 double mutant were similar, we assume the differences in shatter resistance to be a 
result of the altered cell structure in the dehiscence zone. Compared to siliques from Express, 
the cell size in the double mutant is significantly smaller and thus showed an enhanced cell 
density (number of cells per unit area). Enhanced shatter resistance (adhesive strength) 
between two solid bodies by distributing the contact on many smaller subcontacts rather than 
on one large contact (Figure 10), is a well-known principle in biological adhesive systems 
(Arzt et al. 2003; Varenberg et al. 2010), known as contact splitting. The benefits of contact 
splitting lie in an increased robustness of individual smaller subcontacts (Gao et al. 2003) and 
a more homogeneous distribution of the stress acting on individual subcontacts (Hui et al. 
2004) caused by external applied forces (e.g. during the impact of steel balls in the RIT or the 
applied forces during the tensile and cantilever tests). Moreover, adhesive failure always 
occurs by the propagation of a crack (here the local detachment of individual cell contacts) in 
the adhesive interface. In an adhesive interface consisting of many individual subcontacts, the 
crack has to be reinitiated at each subcontact, which hampers the propagation and thus the 
adhesive failure. This principle is known as crack trapping (Hui et al. 2004). Interestingly, 
similar to the here observed increased shatter resistance due to the contact of more smaller 
cells, a concept for a bio-inspired handling device based on many small pressurized adhesives 
membranes has recently been proposed (Dening et al. 2014). 
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Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the principle of contact splitting. Black lines represent the cross-section of 
contacting cell walls, whereas the region of the adhesive interface is highlighted in red. According to the 
principle of contact splitting, the adhesive strength of one large contact (a) will be lower if compared with many 
smaller subcontacts (b) on the same length L. 
3.4.4 Sequence polymorphisms in dehiscence zone identity genes and 
application in plant breeding 
To understand the genetic basis of shatter resistance in rapeseed cultivars, BnALC and BnIND 
homoeologs were partially sequenced. The sequenced regions contained large parts of the 
coding sequence including the bHLH domain but omitted promotors. 
Two identified polymorphisms correlated only with the growth type and not with shatter 
resistance. Thus, the underlying nucleotides are either not essential for the proper functioning 
of the respective genes or the second homoeolog compensated for the loss of function. This 
could be tested by targeted mutagenesis of the conserved homoeolog in shatter-prone 
cultivars. 
Phenotypes of ind and Brind mutants in Arabidopsis and B. rapa depend on the underlying 
allele. Strong alleles like frameshift mutations or premature stop codons cause tube-like 
siliques without constrictions at valve margins (Liljegren et al. 2004; Girin et al. 2010). We 
did not observe such drastic alterations in rapeseed (Figure S8). This was expected because 
we could only identify a premature stop codon mutation in one of the BnIND homoeologs by 
TILLING and had to combine it with weaker missense mutations from the second gene copy. 
Clearly, this is a weakness of random mutagenesis. However, the attained shatter resistance 
might already be sufficient for commercialization. If siliques turned too robust, problems 
could arise during the threshing process (Bruce et al. 2001). 
The BnIND mutations we have identified can be introduced to commercial breeding 
programs. However, reduction of the mutation load is inevitable. Traditionally, this can be 
achieved by repeated backcrossing with an elite line which is a time-consuming procedure. 
We propose a marker assisted background selection (Jung 2010) where BC1 plants are 
genotyped with numerous markers to select plants with a high share of the recipient genome. 
This can be done with B. napus SNP arrays (Mason et al. 2017) or by AFLPs (Amplified 
fragment length polymorphism; Schondelmaier et al. 1996) which are easy to apply and cheap 
multiplexing markers. Alternatively, non-mutagenized rapeseed lines are available such as the 
cultivar Artoga or the two cultivars Haydn and Mozart whose shatter resistance has been 
proven here for the first time. However, the QTLs controlling shatter resistance in these 
genotypes are unknown and it remains to be seen if they collocate with BnALC and BnIND 
loci. To avoid complicated phenotyping, marker assisted selection for shatter resistance is 
clearly preferred. This renders the new BnIND mutations superior because they can be 
selected for by a cheap marker assay. Moreover, they are non-transgenic and therefore 
accessible to European breeders. 
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3.5 Experimental procedures 
3.5.1 Mutation screening 
3,840 M2 plants of the EMS Express winter rapeseed mutant population described by Harloff 
et al. (2012) were screened by TILLING. Homoeolog-specific primers were developed for 
BnaA.IND.a (BnaA03g27180D) and BnaC.IND.a (BnaC03g32180D) (Table S6). The genes 
were amplified from two dimensional 8-fold pools by PCR with 700 nm and 800 nm IRD 
fluorescence labeled primers (Biomers, Ulm, Germany). CelI digestion of heteroduplices, 
sample purification and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on a LI-COR 4300 DNA analyzer 
(LI-COR Biosciences, www.licor.com) were performed according to Till et al. (2006). To 
identify mutations, restriction fragments were analyzed by the GelBuddy Software (Zerr and 
Henikoff 2005). 
3.5.2 Plant material and greenhouse experiments 
Selected bnaA.ind.a M3 mutant plants were crossed with bnaC.ind.a mutants to obtain double 
mutants. Homozygous wild type, single and double mutant lines segregated within F2 
families. Fixed F3 lines were grown in multiple independent experiments in the greenhouse to 
produce siliques for shatter resistance trials (22 °C, 16 h light/ 8 h dark). Comparability was 
assured by including cultivar Express as a calibrator genotype in every experiment. After 2-
4 weeks of pre-culture, plantlets were vernalized for 8 weeks in a cold chamber (4 °C, 16 h 
light/ 8 h dark). After transferring the plants back to the initial greenhouse conditions, they 
were planted into 11x11 cm pots. Prior to flowering, plants were fertilized with 0.5 g Compo 
Blaukorn Classic universal fertilizer (Compo, Münster, Germany). Selfing bags were 
mounted at flowering. 
A selected F3 Bnind double mutant was crossed with Express. Homozygous BnIND wild types 
and Bnind double mutants of F2 were grown under the described greenhouse conditions and 
further analyzed. 
To compare the mutant performance with modern breeding material, eight rapeseed cultivars 
(Table S4) were grown under the same conditions. 
3.5.3 RT-qPCR 
Pistil and silique tissue was collected from Express at four developmental stages (0, 15, 25, 
and 42 DAP) at 10-12 h Zeitgeber. Exact stages were assured by hand pollination and tagging 
of single flowers. At 0 DAP, 20-30 pistils were collected. At 15, 25, and 42 DAP, single 
siliques were sampled and cut with a scalpel at 1 mm distance from the dehiscence zone. Only 
the enriched dehiscence zone tissue was kept. 
RNA was isolated with the peqGold Plant RNA Kit (PEQLAB Biotechnologie GmbH, 
Erlangen, Germany) from five biological replicates of 0, 15, and 25 DAP samples and three 
biological replicates of 42 DAP samples. Samples were homogenized with two metallic beads 
(4 mm) using a MM2 Retsch mill (Retsch, Hann, Germany) at 94% 3 min. Milling containers 
and siliques were cooled in liquid nitrogen to prevent RNA degradation. Residual genomic 
DNA was removed with the peqGold DNase I Digest Kit (PEQLAB Biotechnologie, 
Erlangen, Germany). First strand cDNA was synthesized with Oligo(dT)18 primers, using a 
First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, United States).  
RT-qPCR was run with Platinum SYBR Green qPCR SuperMix-UDG (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
United States) in a Bio-Rad CFX96 Real-Time System with a built-in Bio-Rad C1000 
Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany). Primer pairs are specified inTable 
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S5. The cycling conditions were: 95 °C 3 min, 40 cycles (95 °C 10 s, 60 °C 30 s, 72 °C 30 s), 
95 °C 10 min. Standard curve calibration was based on dilution series of cloned PCR 
fragments. The amplification curves were analyzed using the Bio-Rad CFX Manager 3.1 and 
the average Ct values of three technical replicates were used to calculate relative expression in 
comparison with the reference gene based on Pfaffl (2001). 
3.5.4 Equilibration of silique samples for shatter trials 
Siliques were harvested manually at maturity and stored in paper bags. The samples were 
equilibrated for moisture content in a climate control cabinet VB0714 (Vötsch 
Industrietechnik, Balingen-Frommern, Germany) at 25 °C and 40% r.h. for >3 days prior to 
measurement. Equilibration conditions were derived from Bruce et al. (2002). 
3.5.5 Random impact test 
The random impact test was based on Bruce et al. (2002). 20 intact siliques of 3-4 cm length 
were put in a cylindrical container (Ø9 cm) together with six steel balls (Ø1 cm, 7.05 g). The 
container was agitated on a SM-30 shaker (Edmund Bühler, Hechingen, Germany) at 5 Hz 
with 30 mm stroke for accumulative times of 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 s. If less than half of the 
siliques were disrupted after 160 s, measurements were prolonged to 320 and 640 s. After 
each round of agitation, opened siliques were counted. Siliques were regarded as ‘open’ when 
at least one valve was detached. 
The percentage of open siliques (p) was transformed with the logit transformation (1) and 
plotted against the log10 of the time. The time needed for the opening of 50% of the siliques 
(T1/2) was calculated by linear regression. Standard deviation was determined from 
quadruplicate measurement. To obtain enough material for replicated experiments, siliques of 
five single plants per genotype were pooled and equally distributed for each measurement. 
 
3.5.6 Tensile force trial 
To determine the force necessary to tear the valves of a silique apart from the replum, siliques 
were fixed with two alligator clamps attached to a Newton meter type FH5 on a manual test-
stand (SAUTER, Balingen, Germany). Maximum disrupting forces were measured. Silique 
length was recorded excluding the beak. Thirty siliques per plant were measured for five 
single plants of every genotype that produced enough material. Silique sizes were equally 
distributed across 3-6 cm. 
3.5.7 Cantilever test 
The experimental set-up was inspired by Kadkol et al. (1984). Siliques were fixed with 
modeling clay on a Lab Boy lifting plate with the replum being in horizontal orientation. The 
pedicel end of the silique overlapped the edge of the plate by 1.5 cm. A force measurement 
machine of type zwickiLine Z0.5 (Zwick, Ulm, Germany) was equipped with a load cell (type 
Xforce HP) and a razor blade to accurately apply force at the pedicel, 2 mm from the silique 
walls. The blade was pressed down against the pedicel for 2 cm at a speed of 1 mm/s. The 
maximum compression force (Nmax) was recorded. Additionally, the length and the breaking 
behavior of each silique were noted down. Peak forces detected from siliques that did not 
logit 𝑝 =  loge (
𝑝
100
− 𝑝) (1) 
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break or siliques that only broke at the edge of the Lab Boy lifting plate were excluded from 
the analysis. 
3.5.8 Statistical analysis 
Results of tensile force measurement and cantilever trial were evaluated by analysis of 
covariance (Cochran 1957) with the software R (R Core Team 2015). An appropriate 
statistical mixed model was defined (Laird and Ware 1982; Verbeke and Lesaffre 1997) to fit 
a regression to the data. Based on a graphical residual analysis the data were assumed to be 
normally distributed and heteroscedastic due to the different genotypes. The statistical model 
included the genotype, the covariate silique length as well as their interaction term as fixed 
factors. The single plants were regarded as random factors (2). One-sided multiple 
comparisons for the genotypes against the Express wild type at a covariate value of 4 cm 
silique length were conducted. Absolute regression values at a covariate value of 4 cm are 
shown in Table S7 and Table S8.  
Y ~ genotype + silique length + genotype:silique length + plant 
+ residual variance, 
(2) 
where Y is the vector of observations, consisting of silique lengths (cm) and associated force 
values (N). 
3.5.9 Replum-valve joint area index 
The replum-valve joint area index (RJAI) was assessed after Hu et al. (2015). Twenty mature 
siliques in five biological replicates were observed under a Zeiss Stemi SV11 light 
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). The pictures were analyzed with AxioVision 
software (release 4.8, Carl Zeiss). 
RJAI = L1 * L2, (3) 
where L1 is the length of the vertical border and L2 the horizontal border in the replum at the 
pedicel end (Figure S7). 
3.5.10 Sequence analysis of rapeseed cultivars 
Two ALC (BnaA07g12110D, BnaC07g16290D) and two IND (BnaA03g27180D, 
BnaC03g32180D) homoeologs were partially sequenced in rapeseed cultivars to check for 
causative mutations. The amplicons were designed to cover the bHLH domain on the basis of 
sequence information from Express. Primer sequences for amplification prior to Sanger 
sequencing are given in Table S6. 
3.5.11 Light microscopy 
Flowers were labeled at anthesis and sampled at 15 and 42 DAP. At 15 DAP, siliques were 
green and fully grown, while they turned yellow at 42 DAP. Two 0.7-1.0 cm segments of the 
central and basal parts of the siliques were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in standard 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer (Mulisch and Welsch 2015). Overnight, samples were 
subjected to a 0.5% sucrose solution in PBS at 4 °C. After embedding in tissue freezing 
medium, 40 µm cryosections were taken with a cryostat type CM3050 S (Leica Biosystems, 
Nussloch, Germany) and dried onto the object holders by the use of silica gel overnight at -
20 °C. Sections were stained for 3 min at room temperature with FCA dye containing fuchsin, 
chryosidin and astra blue (Etzold 2002). Sections were visualized with a Nikon Eclipse Ni-E 
microscope (Nikon, Düsseldorf, Germany). 
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3.5.12 Scanning electron microscopy 
Dehiscence zone fractures were examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Small 
samples (0.5 x 0.5 cm) of fractured plant material were air-dried, mounted on metal holders 
by means of conductive carbon double-sided adhesive tape, sputter-coated with gold–
palladium (3–6 nm), and studied in a SEM Hitachi S-4800 (Hitachi High-Technologies 
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) at 3 kV accelerating voltage. Morphometrical variables of cells 
located within an area of 200 x 100 µm were measured from digital images using NIS 
Elements BR Imaging Software (version 4.40, Nikon). 
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3.7 Supporting information 
The following supplemental materials are available. 
Figure S3. Positions of TILLING amplicons and detected mutations within BnIND. 
Figure S4. Positive correlation of silique length and shatter resistance of cultivar Express in 
three independent phenotyping methods. 
Figure S5. Localization of PCR amplicons for partial sequencing of BnALC and BnIND. 
Figure S6. The observed Bnind mutations do not lead to a loss of the lignified layer of the 
dehiscence zone. 
Figure S7. RJAI of Express and F3 double mutant ind-2 ind-6 at a silique length of 5 to 6 cm. 
Figure S8. Siliques of Express and F3 double mutant ind-2 ind-6. Bar represents 1 cm. 
Table S3. Nucleotide positions and amino acid exchanges of EMS mutations detected in 
BnaA.IND.a and BnaC.IND.a. 
Table S4. Rapeseed cultivars assessed for shatter resistance. 
Table S5. RT-qPCR primers. 
Table S6. Homoeolog-specific primers used for TILLING and genotyping. 
Table S7. Original data of shatter resistance trials of M4 Bnind single mutant families and 
Express. 
Table S8. Original data of shatter resistance trials of Bnind double mutant families and eight 
cultivars. 
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Table S9. BnALC and BnIND amplicons of Artoga, Drakkar, Express, Haydn, and Mozart 
were sequenced. 
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4 EMS-induced point mutations in ALCATRAZ homoeologs 




Previously, we demonstrated the increased silique shatter resistance of oilseed rape (Brassica 
napus) through Cas9-induced targeted mutations in ALCATRAZ (BnALC) (Braatz et al. 2017). 
In Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), the transcription factor ALC is involved in the control 
of silique tissue identity, ensuring the establishment of a separation layer that contributes to 
the fragility of the dry fruit. Thus, a more robust silique through Bnalc loss-of-function 
mutations was hypothesized. However, in our Cas9-mutated plants, the effect was masked by 
the high shatter resistance of the transformed cultivar itself. In this study, we used a rapeseed 
genotype with low shattering resistance. We identified 23 Bnalc mutants by TILLING of an 
EMS-mutagenized ‘Express’ population. By measuring tensile forces necessary to disrupt 
mature siliques, we determined a double mutant with significantly increased shatter 
resistance. This mutant can readily be introduced into breeding programs. 
4.2 Introduction 
Silique shattering can cause severe yield losses in rapeseed (Brassica napus) through seed 
shedding from mature fruits prior and during harvesting. Up to 25% harvest losses were 
reported from swathed oilseed rape fields (Price et al. 1996). Direct cutting of standing plants 
can still cost 7% of seeds (Price et al. 1996; Pari et al. 2012) which fall to the ground and add 
to the soil seed bank (Gulden et al. 2003). Consequently, volunteer plants appear during the 
following seasons. If not properly controlled, volunteers can persist up to 17 years after 
intended cultivation (Jørgensen et al. 2007). Volunteer rapeseed can have various 
disadvantageous effects like contaminating seed lots of quality rapeseed (Baux et al. 2011) or 
helping pathogens to bridge the rotation gap between Brassica crops (Hwang et al. 2012). 
Thus, silique shattering needs to be reduced to optimize rapeseed cultivation by stabilizing 
yield and diminishing the necessity to control volunteer rapeseed. 
The genetic background of silique shattering was extensively studied in Arabidopsis 
(Arabidopsis thaliana; reviewed in Dinneny and Yanofsky 2005), which is a model plant for 
crops of the Brassicaceae family. The basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors 
INDEHISCENT (IND) and ALCATRAZ (ALC) are major regulators of specialized tissue 
development in the predetermined breaking zone of the silique, which is termed dehiscence 
zone. The dehiscence zone is made up of two thin cell layers, a separation layer and a 
lignified layer. During maturation, the separation layer weakens as a result of enzymatic 
activities (Meakin and Roberts 1990a; Ogawa et al. 2009). Consequently, the neighbouring 
layers of rigid, lignified tissue and partially digested cells confer brittleness to the dry fruit. In 
Arabidopsis, strong ind mutant alleles cause a lack of both lignified and separation layer, 
resulting in tube-like siliques without valve margin constriction (Liljegren et al. 2004). 
Similar phenotypes were reported for Brassica rapa and Brassica oleracea (Girin et al. 2010). 
Arabidopsis alc mutants show a less severe phenotype without a separation layer but 
maintaining the lignified cells (Rajani and Sundaresan 2001). Hua et al. (2009) cloned two 
BnALC homoeologs in rapeseed and confirmed their conserved function by complementation 
of Arabidopsis alc mutants. 
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In a previous study, we performed a Cas9-mediated targeted mutagenesis of BnALC via the 
stable transformation of rapeseed hypocotyl explants (Braatz et al. 2017). However, the 
cultivar ‘Haydn’, which was used due to its reported transformation efficiency, was highly 
shatter resistant and masked the mutational effect. Therefore, we now investigated the effect 
of Bnalc mutations in the winter rapeseed variety ‘Express’ which has more fragile siliques. 
We selected Bnalc mutants by Targeting Induced Local Lesions in Genomes (TILLING) in an 
EMS mutagenized ‘Express’ population and combined mutated homoeologs by crossing. Due 
to the polyploid rapeseed genome (AACC), we expected shatter resistance only in double 
mutants. This expectation was confirmed through phenotyping of mature siliques by force 
measurements in the greenhouse. 
4.3 Materials and methods 
4.3.1 Mutation screening 
2,688 and 3,840 M2 plants of an ‘Express’ EMS mutant population (Harloff et al. 2012) were 
screened for mutations in BnaA.ALC.a (BnaA07g12110D) and BnaC.ALC.a 
(BnaC07g16290D) by TILLING. Homoeolog-specific, 700 nm and 800 nm IRD fluorescence 
labeled primers (Biomers, Ulm, Germany; Table S11) were utilized for amplification from 
two dimensional 8-fold pools. CelI digestion of heteroduplices, sample purification, and 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on a LI-COR 4300 DNA analyzer (LI-COR Biosciences, 
www.licor.com) were performed according to Till et al. (2006). Restriction fragments were 
analyzed by the GelBuddy Software (Zerr and Henikoff 2005) to identify mutations. 
Mutation frequencies F were calculated on the basis of mutations per M1 plant after Harloff et 
al. (2012): 
𝑭 [𝟏/𝒌𝒃] =  𝟏 / (
(𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒐𝒏 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 [𝒃𝒑]−𝟏𝟎𝟎)∗(𝒏𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝑴𝟏 𝒑𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒔)
(𝒏𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒎𝒖𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔)∗𝟏,𝟎𝟎𝟎
) (4) 
4.3.2 Plant material and greenhouse experiments 
Double mutants were produced by crossing selected bnaA.alc.a and bnaC.alc.a mutants. For 
one combination, original M3 single mutants were selected as parents. The other two crosses 
were conducted with M3 plants once crossed to ‘Express’. 
To collect siliques for phenotyping, segregating F2 families were grown alongside ‘Express’ 
in the greenhouse (22 °C, 16 h light/ 8 h dark). Two weeks of pre-culture were followed by 
eight weeks of vernalization in a cold chamber (4 °C, 16 h light/ 8 h dark). Then, plants were 
transferred into 11x11 cm pots and brought back to the initial greenhouse conditions. 
Fertilization with 0.5 g Compo Blaukorn Classic universal fertilizer (Compo, Münster, 
Germany) was conducted before flowering. At the point of flowering, selfing bags were 
mounted. 
4.3.3 Shatter resistance measurements 
Mature siliques were sampled manually and stored in a climate cabinet VB0714 (Vötsch 
Industrietechnik, Balingen-Frommern, Germany) at 25 °C and 40% r.h. for >3 days for 
moisture equilibration. Shatter resistance was assessed as maximum disrupting force, 
measured by tearing the valves of siliques apart with a Newton meter type FH10 mounted on 
a manual test-stand (SAUTER, Balingen, Germany; Figure S9). Silique length without the 
beak was recorded. For every genotype that produced enough material, thirty siliques of five 
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plants were measured. The statistical interpretation was based on an analysis of covariance 
(Cochran 1957) implemented with the software R (R Core Team 2015). The statistical model 
for the estimation of the regression is specified in (5). Y designates the vector of observations 
(force values, silique lengths). The genotype, the covariate silique length and their interaction 
term are included as fixed factors. Single plants are regarded as random factors. One-sided 
multiple comparisons of the genotypes against the ‘Express’ wild type were conducted. 
Y ~ genotype + silique length + genotype:silique length + plant 
+ residual variance 
(5) 
4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Identification of EMS-induced Bnalc mutations by TILLING 
We designed homoeolog-specific TILLING amplicons which covered 71% and 93% of 
BnaA.ALC.a and BnaC.ALC.a, respectively. Screening 2,688 M2 plants for mutations in 
BnaA.ALC.a and 3,840 for mutations in BnaC.ALC.a resulted in the identification of 79 
candidates (Table 6). As the size of the TILLING fragments yielded information about the 
position of each mutation, we sequenced only those candidates which were either close to a 
possible premature stop codon mutation site, a splice site, or which lay within the conserved 
bHLH domain. Regarding BnaA.ALC.a, one nonsense, two splice site, and three missense 
mutations were verified. For BnaC.ALC.a , we found one splice site and sixteen missense 
mutations (Figure 11a, Table S10). We calculated mutation frequencies of one mutation every 
15 to 24 kb. Regarding the 1.1 Gb genome size of rapeseed, 47,000-75,000 background 
mutations caused by EMS can be expected in a single plant of the underlying mutant 
population. 
Table 6. Overview of Bnalc mutations detected by TILLING. 
 BnaA.ALC.a BnaC.ALC.a 
Screened M2 plants 2,688 3,840 
Candidates 21 58 
Selection of promising 
candidates for sequencing 
10 31 
Verified by Sanger sequencing 9 29 
Nonsense 1 0 
Missense 3 16 
Splice site 2 1 
Silent 3 12 
Mutation frequency [1/kb] 1/24 1/15 
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Three bnaA.alc.a mutants and one bnaC.alc.a mutant were selected for further studies 
(Table 7). The selection consisted of three splice site mutations and two missense mutations 
located within the bHLH domain. Mutations alc-1 and alc-4 were detected within a distance 
of 334 bp in BnaA.ALC.a in the same M2 plant. Therefore, the mutant was designated as a 
‘single mutant’ (alc-1/alc-4). The premature stop codon mutation was considered as well but 
due to poor performance of the M3, development of plant material for phenotyping was 
delayed. Further evaluations are on the way. 
Plants with mutations in both BnALC homoeologs were produced following two approaches: 
(1) By crossing M3 single mutants (alc-2 x alc-5) and (2) by crossing the F1 of single mutants 
once backcrossed to ‘Express’ (alc-1/alc-4 x alc-5 and alc-3 x alc-5). Next, we phenotyped 
the three segregating F2 populations. 
Table 7. Bnalc mutant selection. Positions of mutations were counted from the start codon ‘ATG’. 
M3 seed code Mutation Amino acid change Mutant code 
150037 bnaA.alc.a_G5053A splice site mutation alc-1 
bnaA.alc.a_G5387A Glu142Lys alc-4 
150038 bnaA.alc.a_G5229A Glu116Lys alc-2 
150034 bnaA.alc.a_G5274A splice site mutation alc-3 
150035 bnaC.alc.a_G352A splice site mutation alc-5 
4.4.2 Shatter resistance of Bnalc mutants 
We assessed shatter resistance by measuring maximum tensile forces at the disruption of 
mature siliques. A positive correlation of tensile force and silique length was observed 
(Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.36, calculated for ‘Express’; Figure S10). In average, 
‘Express’ siliques of 4 cm, 5.5 cm, and 7 cm length disrupted at application of 0.853 N, 
1.257 N, and 1.662 N, respectively (Figure 12; Table S12). Of the three Bnalc double mutant 
families tested, two showed significant increases in shatter resistance compared with 
‘Express’. Regarding the double mutant combination alc-2 alc-5, the difference to ‘Express’ 
was most pronounced for shorter siliques (1.559 N difference at 4 cm silique length). In 
contrast, the effect of double mutant combination alc-1/alc-4 alc-5 was higher considering 
long siliques (1.065 N difference at 7 cm silique length). Only the combination alc-3 alc-5 did 
not significantly affect shatter resistance. 
To study the effect of the mutant alleles in detail, we also compared the homozygous single 
mutants (aaCC, AAcc) with double mutants (aacc) and wild types (AACC) of segregating 
families (Figure 12). As expected, single mutants of the alc-1/alc-4 alc-5 family showed no 
significant difference in shatter resistance compared with ‘Express’. In contrast, shatter 
resistance of both single mutants of the alc-2 alc-5 family was significantly increased. 
However, in this family even the wild type had more robust siliques than the control, which 
hints at a yet unknown dominant background mutation. As the combination of mutations alc-2 
and alc-5 was achieved by directly crossing M3 plants, this F2 family contains a doubled 
background mutation load. Until background effects have been eliminated through 
backcrossing, the shatter resistance of the according double mutant cannot be clearly assigned 
to the Bnalc knock-down alleles.
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4.5 Discussion 
4.5.1 Effect of Bnalc mutant alleles 
The significantly increased shatter resistance of double mutant alc-1/alc-4 alc-5 highlights the 
disruptive potential of splice site mutations. Both alc-1 and alc-5 are AG>AA transitions of 
the 3’ AG splice acceptor site of intron 1, with alc-1 being located in BnaA.ALC.a and alc-5 
in BnaC.ALC.a. The same type of 3’ splice site mutation resulted in the activation of an 
alternative neighboring splice acceptor site in EMS-mutagenized wheat (Simmonds et al. 
2016). In Arabidopsis, such a 3’ splice site mutation triggered a more complex splicing 
pattern with four aberrant variants, comprising the complete retention of the intron and the use 
of three novel splice sites (Marchant and Bennett 1998). Meanwhile, a naturally occurring 5’ 
splice site polymorphism in BrFLC1 lead to a similar multi-faceted splicing pattern which in 
parallel to the use of novel splice sites also caused the loss of the affected exon (Yuan et al. 
2009). Accordingly, we propose three possible mis-splicing effects caused by alc-1 and alc-5 
(Figure 11b). Regarding both BnALC homoeologs, the usage of the next splice acceptor site 
downstream of alc-1 and alc-5 would lead to a two nucleotide (nt) AG deletion in the spliced 
mRNA, which results in a frameshift and a premature stop codon, already at the fourth amino 
acid position of exon 2. The retention of the complete intron, however, would add 106 nt 
which already include a premature stop codon. As both stop codon sites are located upstream 
of the bHLH domain, full knock-out alleles can be expected. Skipping of exon 2 would reduce 
the length of the spliced mRNA by 72 nt and result in the loss of the basic part of the bHLH 
transcription factor domain which is required for DNA binding (Voronova and Baltimore 
1990). Consequently, this splice variant must also be non-functional. Considering all three 
scenarios, we assume that alc-4, the additional bnaA.alc.a mutation downstream of alc-1, is 
not causal for the shatter resistance of the alc-1/alc-4 alc-5 double mutant. 
Surprisingly, the third splice site mutation, alc-3, did not significantly influence silique 
robustness in combination with alc-5. alc-3 is situated at the 5’ GT splice donor site of 
intron 3. As a result of this mutation, we again expected the activation of a close-by 
alternative splice donor site, full intron retention or exon skipping (Figure 11b). The 
alternative splice donor site closest to alc-3 is located 11 nt downstream and causes a 
frameshift and a premature stop codon. The same premature stop codon would result from the 
retention of intron 3 (80 bp). In this case, the basic region and the first helix of the bHLH 
domain would remain intact. However, bHLH proteins require both helices to successfully 
dimerize and bind target DNA (Davis et al. 1990; Voronova and Baltimore 1990). By 
skipping exon 3, a part of the basic region together with the complete first helix of the bHLH 
domain would be erased. Still, alc-3 alc-5 double mutants were not shatter resistant. This can 
only be explained by a residual function of the alc-3 mutant allele. Interestingly, Isshiki et al. 
(1998) reported that a GT>TT 5’ splice site mutant mRNA of the rice waxy locus was still 
spliced like the wild type variant, however with a greatly reduced efficiency. We accordingly 
propose a low abundance of functional wild type splice product of the alc-3 allele and a 
higher abundance of the expected aberrant splice variants. Sequencing of cDNA will provide 
the final proof for this hypothesis. 
The effect of the missense mutation alc-2 cannot be estimated because unknown background 
mutations increased the shatter resistance throughout the segregating alc-2 alc-5 F2 family. 
This case shows that direct crossing of M3 plants can interfere with the identification of 
phenotypic effects related to a specific mutation. Backcross generations are currently on the 
way. 
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4.5.2 Comparison of shatter resistance with previously described Bnalc and 
Bnind mutants 
With this study, we confirmed the shatter resistant Bnalc phenotype which we previously 
reported for Cas9-induced mutations in the variety ‘Haydn’ (Braatz et al. 2017). For direct 
comparison of different experiments and different varieties, we subtracted the tensile force of 
the respective control variety from the mutant genotype. The resulting differences are 
displayed in Table 8. 
As expected, we detected a bigger influence of Bnalc mutations on shatter resistance of the 
variety ‘Express’ compared with ‘Haydn’. We measured a maximum difference of 0.888 N 
for Bnalc mutants in the ‘Express’ background, but only 0.414 N in the ‘Haydn’ background, 
although we assume a complete disruption of BnALC function in the latter due to  frameshift 
mutations which lead to premature stop codons upstream of the bHLH domain (Braatz et al. 
2017).  The underlying mechanism of robustness of ‘Haydn’ siliques was not yet examined so 
that we can only speculate about a hampered response to Bnalc mutations based on an already 
impaired downstream target. However, since shatter resistance is a quantitative trait (Raman 
et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2016), epistatic interactions could also explain varying effects of Bnalc 
mutations on different genotypes. 
Next, we compared our Bnalc mutants with Bnind mutants (Braatz et al., submitted). Both 
were identified by TILLING of the same ‘Express’ EMS population. Bnind double mutants 
produced stronger siliques than Bnalc double mutants (Table 8), which is in accordance with 
IND playing a dominant role in dehiscence zone development in Arabidopsis (Liljegren et al. 
2004). A means to elucidate whether BnALC and BnIND homoeologs independently regulate 
dehiscence zone formation would be the production of quadruple mutants. However, crossing 
of our EMS double mutants would be inappropriate regarding the accumulation of 
background mutations. Cas9-targeted mutagenesis of BnIND in the Bnalc ‘Haydn’ plants is 
clearly superior. 
Currently, the described shatter resistant phenotypes are restricted to greenhouse-grown 
rapeseed plants. Correlations of silique strength phenotyping strategies and field performance 
have been reported in the past (Kadkol et al. 1984; Wang et al. 2007). Field evaluation of our 
EMS material is on the way. 
Table 8. Comparison of the effect of Bnalc and Bnind mutations on shatter resistance. Shatter resistance is 
expressed as the difference of tensile forces by subtracting the control cultivar from the double mutant genotype. 
The forces were calculated from linear regressions at a silique length of 5.5 cm. For EMS double mutants, the 
segregating F2 (mutant x ‘Express’) was considered. The cultivar ‘Express’ appears twice in this table, because it 
was assessed in two different experiments. 
Mutated 
genes 











'Express' 2.145 1.257 0.888 This study 
BnaA.ALC.a, 
BnaC.ALC.a 
Cas9-induced indels 'Haydn' 4.422 4.008 0.414 Braatz 





'Express' 3.757 1.065 2.692 Braatz 
et al., 
submitted 
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4.5.3 Use of Bnalc and Bnind mutations for breeding 
Shatter resistance is a trait that needs to be carefully fine-tuned. While robust siliques reduce 
seed loss, an excess of silique strength would diminish the threshability by a combine 
harvester. Higher threshing intensities damage the released seeds. The maximum silique 
strength suitable for threshing was previously investigated (Bruce et al. 2001). 
By identifying EMS-induced Bnalc and Bnind mutants with different levels of shatter 
resistance, we provide valuable material for breeders. Depending on the silique strength of 
their breeding material, they can introduce either Bnalc or the stronger Bnind alleles. 
However, the recessive nature of the mutant alleles has to be especially considered for hybrid 
breeding. All parental components need to carry the mutations in a homozygous state to 
assure shatter resistance in all of the progeny. 
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4.7 Supplements 
The following supplemental materials are available. 
Figure S9. Experimental set-up of the tensile force measurement. 
Figure S10. Raw data of tensile force measurement of variety ‘Express’. 
Table S10. Nucleotide positions and amino acid exchanges of EMS mutations detected in 
BnaA.ALC.a and BnaC.ALC.a. 
Table S11. Primers used for BnALC TILLING. 
Table S12. Original data of shatter resistance trials of F2 Bnalc double mutant families and 
‘Express’. 
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5 Cas9-induced mutagenesis of BnNST1 homoeologs 
5.1 Introduction 
Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) is a crop that naturally sheds its seeds by producing dehiscent 
siliques. This strategy of seed dispersal has severe consequences for commercial rapeseed 
production like yield loss (Price et al. 1996; Gulden et al. 2003; Peltonen-Sainio et al. 2014) 
and growth of volunteers which can  reduce harvest quality (Baux et al. 2011). 
In rapeseed, silique shattering relies on the proper development of the so called ‘dehiscence 
zone’, which is the predetermined breaking zone between valves and replum. The dehiscence 
zone consists of a lignified cell layer next to a separation layer that is weakened by cell wall-
degrading enzymes (Meakin and Roberts 1990b). 
Mitsuda and Ohme-Takagi (2008) reported that the partially redundant NAC SECONDARY 
WALL THICKENING PROMOTING FACTORs 1 and 3 (NST1/3) are needed for secondary 
wall thickening of valve margins in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) siliques: Both nst1and 
nst1 nst3 knock-out lines produced indehiscent siliques. In the gene regulatory network that 
controls the dehiscence zone development, NST1/3 are located downstream of the 
transcription factor INDEHISCENT (IND; Figure 1B). However, the direct induction of 
NST1/3 expression through IND was not yet demonstrated. Earlier studies showed that NST1 
and NST3 also regulate secondary wall formation in other woody tissues, resulting in a 
dramatic phenotype of nst1 nst3 double mutants that is unable to stand erect (Mitsuda et al. 
2007; Zhong et al. 2007). However, Arabidopsis nst1 single mutants did not suffer from 
weakened stems (Mitsuda et al. 2005) and BnNST1 genes are therefore possible targets for the 
improvement of shatter resistance in rapeseed, from which no adverse effects have to be 
expected. The intention of utilizing rapeseed Bnnst mutants to reduce lignification is 
encouraged by the functional conservation of NST homologs in poplar (Populus trichocarpa), 
rice (Oryza sativa), maize (Zea mays), and barrel clover (Medicago truncatula; Zhong et al. 
2010; Zhong et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011a). Four NST3 homologs from poplar (PtrWND1A 
and B, PtrWND2A and B), two NST3 homologs from rice (OsSWN1 and 2), and two NST3 
homologs from maize (ZmSWN1 and 2) complemented Arabidopsis nst1 nst3 mutant 
phenotypes (Zhong et al. 2010; Zhong et al. 2011; Author’s note: In both articles NST3 is 
referred to by its alias ‘SND1’.). Moreover, the barrel clover Mtnst1 mutant lacked 
lignification in interfascicular cells (Wang et al. 2011a). 
NST1 belongs to the NAC domain transcription factor family. NAC is an acronym of the gene 
names NO APICAL MERISTEM, ATAF1/2, and CUP-SHAPED COTYLEDON2, which were 
the first genes within which the domain was identified (Souer et al. 1996; Aida et al. 1997). 
While the N-terminal NAC domain is highly conserved and necessary for DNA binding 
(Duval et al. 2002), the C-terminal transcriptional activation region (TAR) is more diverse 
between NAC family genes (Ooka et al. 2003). Ooka et al. (2003) identified thirteen 
conserved TAR motifs (named motif i to xiii) by sequence comparison of NAC family genes 
from Arabidopsis and rice. However, the distinct functions of the described motifs were not 
yet studied. X-ray crystallography showed that NAC transcription factors fold into a twisted 
β-sheet surrounded by helical elements (Ernst et al. 2004). They are able to bind DNA as 
homo- or heterodimers (Ernst et al. 2004; Olsen et al. 2005). 
First of all, this study aimed at the identification of rapeseed BnNST genes through sequence 
comparison with homologs from Arabidopsis, Brassica oleracea, and Brassica rapa. To my 
knowledge, BnNST, BoNST, and BrNST genes have not yet been functionally characterized. 
Nonetheless, BrNST genes were already annotated in the Brassica database 
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(http://brassicadb.org, accessed 13.11.2014). BoNST genes, however, were not available and 
had to be identified by sequence analysis, too. In the following, I wanted to induce targeted 
mutations in BnNST1 homoeologs by employing a Cas9-mediated mutagenesis approach, 
which has been demonstrated in various plant species including oilseed rape (Braatz et al. 
2017). Another objective was therefore the selection of a Cas9 target sequence which is 
conserved between all BnNST1 genes. As a result of this study, I report the annotation of 
thirteen BnNST and six BoNST homologs. After Cas9-mediated mutagenesis, I identified a set 
of thirteen Bnnst1 mutant alleles within a single chimeric T1 plant which in parallel still 
contains wild type sequences. Provided that mutations occurred in the germline and are 
transmitted to the next generation, this plant will be the basis for future experiments to 
elucidate the role of BnNST1 genes on secondary wall formation and shatter resistance. 
5.2 Materials and methods 
5.2.1 Identification and characterization of NST sequences 
AtNST sequences and related information like exon numbers were retrieved from ‘The 
Arabidopsis Information Resource’ (TAIR, www.arabidopsis.org, accessed 13.11.2014). 
BrNST sequences were retrieved from the ‘Brassica database’ (BRAD, http://brassicadb.org, 
accessed 13.11.2014) and used as a query for a BLAST search in order to find homologs 
within the B. oleracea reference genome (version 1.1). Additional information about BoNST 
and BrNST genes were then also obtained from BRAD. To identify BnNST sequences, I 
performed a BLAST search with the coding sequence of AtNST1 against the Darmor-bzh 
rapeseed reference genome (version 4.1). I built a phylogenetic tree of the coding sequences 
of the 50 best BnNST hits (lowest E-values, highest sequence identity) with the ClustalW 
program (Neighbor Joining algorithm, Jukes-Cantor distances, 100 bootstrap replicates) 
which was integrated in the CLC Main Workbench (QIAGEN Aarhus A/S, 
www.qiagenbioinformatics.com). AtNST, BoNST, and BrNST sequences served as controls. 
Furthermore, BoNST and BrNST homologs helped to identify the subgenome affiliation of the 
BnNST genes which I then named according to the standardized Brassica gene nomenclature 
(Ostergaard and King 2008). Locus names and exon numbers of putative BnNST genes were 
retrieved from the ‘Brassica napus Genome Browser’ 
(http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/brassicanapus/, accessed 13.11.2014). 
The coding sequences of the putative BnNST1 genes were translated to protein sequences in 
silico to identify functional domains by comparison with the Pfam database (version 27) (Finn 
et al. 2014). Additionally, TAR motifs as described by Ooka et al. (2013) were identified. 
5.2.2 Vector construction 
The binary vector system pChimera and pCas9-TPC was used for targeted mutagenesis 
(Fauser et al. 2014). The transformation plasmid pCas9-TPC contains a bar cassette for 
herbicide selection in plants. A 20 bp target sequence which is conserved for the identified 
BnNST1 homoeologs and is neighboring a 5′-NGG PAM was selected upstream of the NAC 
domain (Figure 15). I ordered DNA oligonucleotides of the target sequence plus an overhang 
for cloning in original and reversed complement orientation (Eurofins Genomics, Ebersberg, 
Germany) and let them anneal. The construct was then cloned it into the respective plasmid 
(Figure S11). The Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 pMP90RK was used for plant 
transformation. 
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5.2.3 Plant material 
I used the resynthesized rapeseed line ‘RS306’ (Lühs and Friedt 1994) for hypocotyl 
transformation because this genotype has been successfully transformed before (Zarhloul et 
al. 2006). Seeds were sterilized and plants were grown for 7 d on germination medium A1 
(Table S13). Containers with seedlings were kept in a climate room (16 h of light/ 8 h of dark, 
24 °C) and were shaded from the sides, allowing only indirect light from the top. 
Regenerated T1 plants were transplanted in 9- x 9-cm pots in the greenhouse (16 h of light/ 
8 h of dark, 20-23 °C) after dusting their roots with root propagation powder (100 g talcum, 
0.4% IBA). After two weeks of acclimation, plantlets were vernalized for eight weeks in a 
cold chamber (4 °C, 16 h light/ 8 h dark). Then, they were further cultivated under the 
previous conditions. After bolting, selfing bags were mounted to control pollination. 
5.2.4 Hypocotyl transformation 
One day before hypocotyl transformation, 15 ml of lysogeny broth (LB; 10 g/l Bacto 
Tryptone, 5 g/l yeast extract, 10 g/l NaCl) were supplemented with selective antibiotics 
(25 µg/ml rifampicin, 50 µg/ml gentamycin, 100 µg/ml spectinomycin) and inoculated with 
A. tumefaciens carrying the pCas9-TPC construct (16 h, 28 °C, 200 rpm). The bacterial 
solution was centrifuged (3000 rpm, 10 min) after reaching an optical density of OD600 = 1.2. 
The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was resuspended by shaking for two hours at 
28 °C in 40 ml co-cultivation medium O2 (Table S13). 
Etiolated hypocotyls were cut in 1 cm-segments and placed in the infected co-cultivation 
medium (45-60 min, room temperature). Then, the segments were briefly dried on sterile filter 
paper and transferred to solid co-cultivation medium O3. After two days in the climate room 
(16 h of light/ 8 h of dark, 24 °C), the segments were transferred to regeneration medium O4 
which was exchanged monthly. Regenerating plantlets were cut from the hypocotyl segments 
and grown on selection medium O5. Plantlets which survived the herbicide selection were 
transferred to rooting medium O6. 
5.2.5 Mutant identification 
Genomic DNA was isolated from leaf samples by a standard CTAB method. The presence of 
the transformation cassette was tested by PCR using primers Cas1_f and Cas1_r (Table S14; 
Figure S11). To identify Cas9-induced mutations, PCR amplicons covering the target regions 
(NST1_13_NST1_14, NST1_15_NST1_24, NST1_11_NST1_25, and NST1_30_NST1_27; 
Table S14) of the T1 plant were cloned into the pGEM-T vector system (Promega, Mannheim, 
Germany) and transformed into Escherichia coli. Single colonies were picked for PCR and 
the amplicons were subjected to Sanger sequencing with pGEM-T primers M13_f and M13_r. 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Identification of BnNST homoeologs 
Searching the NCBI Gene Database for BnNST gene copies in B. napus did not return any 
hits. Therefore, I performed in silico analyses. First, I retrieved AtNST and BrNST genes from 
the respective sequence databases and used them to identify BoNST homologs, which were 
also not yet annotated. Then, I performed a BLAST search with the AtNST1 coding sequence 
against the rapeseed reference genome. I downloaded the coding sequences of the 50 best hits 
and constructed a phylogenetic tree including the AtNST, BoNST, and BrNST reference 
sequences. The clustering of the phylogenetic tree allowed for the differentiation of NST1, 
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NST2, and NST3 paralogs (Figure 13). Furthermore, subclustering of BnNST genes with either 
BrNST or BoNST genes indicated their affiliation to the A and C subgenomes. 
 
Figure 13. Phylogenetic tree of AtNST, BoNST, BrNST, and putative BnNST coding sequences. The tree was 
built with the Neighbor Joining algorithm (100 bootstrap replicates). Gene names starting with ‘GSBRNA’ refer 
to rapeseed gene models. For aliases and properties see Table 9. Rapeseed genes which do not cluster with 
homologs from Arabidopsis (bottom right corner) probably belong to a related out group. 
The properties of the NST gene models are given in Table 9. I identified two BoNST1, two 
BoNST2, and two BoNST3 paralogs. Furthermore, I annotated four BnNST1, five BnNST2, 
and four BnNST3 homoeologs. As expected, the sum of BnNST1 and BnNST3 homoeologs 
equaled the sum of their putative BrNST and BoNST progenitors (2 BrNST1 + 2 BoNST1 = 4 
BnNST1). Also, the chromosome affiliation was consistent. Only BnaA.NST1.a was not 
assigned to a specific chromosome in the annotated rapeseed reference genome. Interestingly 
however, I found an additional fifth BnNST2 homoeolog (BnaC.NST2.c), which did not 
correspond to a BoNST2 gene copy. BnaC.NST2.c is located on chromosome C06 and has a 
shorter coding sequence than the other BnNST2 homoeologs, which at the same time is 
fragmented into more exons. 
All further analyses focused only on the BnNST1 genes, which, with the exception of 
BnaA.NST1.a, comprise coding sequences of almost 1,100 bp organized in three exons. Next, 
I conducted a prediction of functional protein domains. For this purpose, I performed an in 
silico translation of coding sequences into amino acid sequences and a comparison of these 
protein sequences with the Pfam database. Although BnaA.NST1.a lacks the third exon, it still 
contains a NAC DNA-binding domain in the N-terminal region, which is shared between all 
four BnNST1 homoeologs (Figure 15A). The Pfam analysis did not identify any C-terminal 
transcriptional activation regions within BnNST1 proteins, but this tool also did not assign 
any to AtNST1, which I tested as a control. I assume that the conserved motifs described by 
Ooka et al. (2003) have not been added to the Pfam database. Therefore, I screened AtNST1 
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and BnNST1 protein sequences for such motifs by hand and indeed found motif iii, which 
Ooka et al. (2003) previously identified in AtNAC3 (Figure S13). 
Table 9. Properties of NST1, NST2, and NST3 homologs from Arabidopsis, B. napus, B. oleracea, and B. rapa. 
While AtNST and BrNST gene models were already annotated, BnNST and BoNST homologs had to be identified 
by in silico analyses. For sources of aliases, locus names, and gene structures refer to Materials and methods 
(Chapter 5.2). n.a. = not assigned. 






AtNST1 ANAC043 AT2G46770 2 2,192 1,098 3 
BraA.NST1.a n.a. Bra040486 A04 2,345 1,095 3 
BraA.NST1.b n.a. Bra004509 A05 1,914 1,080 3 
BolC.NST1.a n.a. Bol021801 C04 2,257 1,095 3 
BolC.NST1.b n.a. Bol004905 C04 2,207 1,074 3 
BnaA.NST1.a GSBRNA2T00034316001 n.a. Ann 822 492 2 
BnaA.NST1.b GSBRNA2T00132929001 BnaA05g01110D A05 1,914 1,080 3 
BnaC.NST1.a GSBRNA2T00038201001 BnaC04g51650D C04 2,521 1,095 3 
BnaC.NST1.b GSBRNA2T00073188001 BnaC04g00680D C04 2,205 1,074 3 
AtNST2 ANAC066 AT3G61910 3 1,451 1,005 2 
BraA.NST2.a n.a. Bra003478 A07 1,388 1,011 2 
BraA.NST2.b n.a. Bra007640 A09 1,312 969 2 
BolC.NST2.a n.a. Bol010857 C06 2,967 981 2 
BolC.NST2.b n.a. Bol044576 C08 1,317 999 2 
BnaA.NST2.a GSBRNA2T00099070001 BnaA07g19100D A07 1,381 1,011 2 
BnaA.NST2.b GSBRNA2T00049441001 BnaA09g39480D A09 1,312 969 2 
BnaC.NST2.a GSBRNA2T00028935001 BnaC06g18290D C06 2,967 981 2 
BnaC.NST2.b GSBRNA2T00127050001 BnaC08g31830D C08 1,317 999 2 
BnaC.NST2.c GSBRNA2T00057875001 BnaC06g13570D C06 2,760 627 5 
AtNST3 ANAC012, SND1 AT1G32770 1 1,926 1,077 3 
BraA.NST3.a n.a. Bra010183 A05 1,819 927 4 
BraA.NST3.b n.a. Bra023288 A09 1,782 1,095 3 
BolC.NST3.a n.a. Bol022199 C05 1,811 1,095 3 
BolC.NST3.b n.a. Bol020883 C05 1,937 1,083 3 
BnaA.NST3.a GSBRNA2T00036630001 BnaA05g17950D A05 1,819 927 4 
BnaA.NST3.b GSBRNA2T00156597001 BnaA09g24190D A09 1,776 1,095 3 
BnaC.NST3.a GSBRNA2T00111390001 BnaC05g24890D C05 1,832 1,116 3 
BnaC.NST3.b GSBRNA2T00106315001 BnaC05g28390D C05 2,146 978 5 
5.3.2 Cas9 target design for four BnNST1 homoeologs 
I wanted to knock-out the four BnNST1 homoeologs simultaneously, using a single Cas9 
target sequence. Therefore, I aligned the genomic sequences and searched for conserved 
regions within the exons. I selected a 20 bp target sequence next to a ‘TGG’ protospacer 
adjacent motif (PAM) in exon 1 (Figure 15A). The sequence is 100% identical between the 
BnNST1 homoeologs and overlaps the beginning of the NAC domain. 
Next, I was interested in similarities of the target sequence with regions outside of the 
BnNST1 genes, to identify possible off-target sites. A BLAST search of the target sequence 
against the Darmor-bzh reference genome yielded eight hits apart from the expected BnNST1 
sequences (Figure 14). Among those hits were the five BnNST2 homoeologs, two unspecified 
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gene models, and a non-coding region on scaffold Ann. However, the BnNST2 homoeologs 
contain two SNPs and the remaining three sequences lack the PAM site, which is required for 
Cas9-mediated DNA restriction. I therefore anticipated the specificity of the construct. 
 
Figure 14. Alignment of the BnNST1 Cas9 target sequence with BLAST hits obtained from the Darmor-bzh 
reference genome. The PAM site is underlined and polymorphisms are highlighted in red. 
5.3.3 Rapeseed transformation and identification of mutations in T1 plants 
To combine the BnNST1 Cas9 target with chimeric sgRNA, I first cloned it into the pChimera 
plasmid (Fauser et al. 2014). Then, the construct was restricted and ligated into the final 
pCas9-TPC vector (Figure S11; Fauser et al. 2014), which encodes a Cas9 nuclease and a 
resistance cassette for the herbicide phosphinothricin. This vector was used for the 
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of 766 hypocotyl explants cut from 108 seedlings of 
the rapeseed line ‘RS306’. I regenerated 323 independent shoots, out of which two survived 
the herbicide selection (named NP1 and NP2). Eight months after the hypocotyl 
transformation took place, NP1 and NP2 were transferred to the greenhouse as rooted T1 
plants. I vernalized the plants, bagged them at flowering to promote self-pollination, and 
began to harvest T2 seeds (Figure S12). However, the T1 plants are still setting new siliques so 
that the harvesting process is not yet finished. The T1/T2 nomenclature is in line with 
inbreeding generations where the first segregation occurs in the F2. 
I ran a PCR test to verify transgene insertions into the T1 plants. For this purpose, I used the 
primers Cas1_f and Cas1_r to amplify a part of the T-DNA which contains the sgRNA and 
the target sequence (Figure S11). After agarose gel electrophoresis, I detected the expected 
amplification product only for NP1, indicating that NP2 was not transgenic although it 
survived herbicide selection. Consequently, the transformation efficiency of this experiment 
was 0.3% (1 plant out of 323 shoots). 
Then, I wanted to identify targeted mutations in BnNST1 homoeologs of NP1. Therefore, I 
amplified the four target regions by PCR with gene-specific primers (Table S14) and cloned 
the products into the pGEM-T vector. I sequenced two clones of BnaA.NST1.a, six clones of 
BnaA.NST1.b, seven clones of BnaC.NST1.a, and four clones of BnaC.NST1.b by Sanger 
sequencing. I found a total number of 13 mutant alleles which comprised small deletions (1-
13 bp) and insertions (1 bp; Figure 15B; Table S15). Additionally, some wild type sequences 
were still present. I termed the wild type alleles Aa1, Ab1, Ca1, and Cb1, in accordance to the 
underlying gene names (BnaA.NST1.a, BnaA.NST1.b, and so on). Mutant alleles were 
designated with running numbers. Considering the identification of more than two alleles for 
all homoeologs apart from BnaA.NST1.a, I conclude that NP1 is chimeric and carrying 
different mutations within individual cells. 
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Figure 15. Cas9-mediated knock-out of four BnNST1 homoeologs. A, Cas9 target upstream of the NAC domain 
of BnNST1. The protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) is underlined. The boxed target sequence is conserved for all 
homoeologs. Exon 3 is missing in BnaA.NST1.a. Within the C-terminal region, I found a transcriptional 
activation region (TAR) motif of group iii (classification according to Ooka et al. 2003). B, Thirteen Cas9-
induced mutant alleles detected by Sanger sequencing of a single chimeric T1 rapeseed plant (NP1). The size of 
each deletion/ insertion and the name of the allele are indicated on the right. Inserted bases are highlighted by a 
red box. 
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5.4 Discussion 
With this study, I aimed at the identification of BnNST homologs, the selection of a Cas9 
target region conserved between all BnNST1 genes, and the production of T1 plants with 
altered BnNST1 sequences. All objectives have been reached and laid the foundation for 
functional characterization of BnNST1 homoeologs in rapeseed. 
The B. napus genome has thirteen putative BnNST genes, out of these four BnNST1, five 
BnNST2, and four BnNST3 homoeologs. Because B. napus arose from the hybridization of B. 
rapa (A subgenome) and B. oleracea (C subgenome), I verified the subgenome affiliation of 
the BnNST genes by sequence comparison with BrNST and BoNST coding sequences. With 
two exceptions, the number of BnNST genes and their chromosomal allocation are consistent 
with their assumed BrNST or BoNST progenitors: (1) BnaA.NST1.a was not assigned to any 
chromosome in the annotated rapeseed reference genome. On basis of the clustering pattern of 
the phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 13, I reason that this gene is an ortholog of 
BraA.NST1.a and therefore probably situated on chromosome A04. This hypothesis could be 
tested by linkage analysis. If the assumption was true, one would observe a significant 
deviation from the free recombination of the BnaA.NST1.a locus with other markers on A04 
(recombination frequency ˂ 50%). (2) Based on the number of BrNST2 and BoNST2 genes (2 
paralogs each), I expected to find four BnNST2 genes. However, the phylogenetic analysis 
revealed a fifth BnNST2 gene (BnaC.NST2.c), which is located on chromosome C06 and 
comprises a shorter coding sequence fragmented into more exons compared with the other 
four homoeologs. Although gene models annotated on the reference genome were derived 
from both RNA sequencing data and gene prediction (Chalhoub et al. 2014), the ‘Brassica 
napus Genome Browser’ does not contain cDNA sequences which could verify the different 
gene structure of BnaC.NST2.c (http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/brassicanapus/, accessed 
23.08.2017). Therefore, I suggest performing an alignment of genomic BnNST2 sequences to 
find out whether the missing parts of the coding sequence are truly absent or just falsely 
annotated as non-coding. The final proof, however, would require cloning of cDNA 
sequences. 
I found a PAM site neighboring a stretch of 100% sequence conservation by studying aligned 
genomic sequences of the four BnNST1 homoeologs. As this site is located at the beginning of 
the NAC transcription factor domain in exon 1, I suggest that Cas9-induced frameshift 
mutations will cause the desired complete loss of function. In order to identify putative off-
target sites, I performed a BLAST search of the selected Cas9 target sequence. The analysis 
revealed eight rapeseed loci with at least two SNPs, so that I do not expect unintended 
mutations to occur. However, to exclude unintentional mutations, the respective loci need to 
be sequenced within transformed plants or within their progeny. 
Following a hypocotyl transformation of the Cas9 construct with rapeseed line ‘RS306’, I 
achieved a transformation efficiency of 0.3%. This number is comparable to the 0.9% 
efficiency that was reported for the transformation of ‘Haydn’ with a similar protocol (Braatz 
et al. 2017). To obtain more than one transgenic plant per experiment, I suggest increasing the 
number of hypocotyl explants while in parallel improving the transformation procedure. 
Elevated AgNO3 concentrations of up to 10 mg/l in tissue culture media could for example 
improve the regeneration rate (De Block et al. 1989). Furthermore, co-cultivation of explants 
and Agrobacteria under low light conditions instead of bright light conditions could be more 
effective (Bhalla and Singh 2008). 
I identified induced Bnnst1 mutations by sequencing of cloned PCR fragments amplified from 
genomic DNA of the T1 plant NP1. Following this approach, I found two to five different 
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mutant alleles per homoeolog. However, the analysis was not yet exhaustive, because I 
sequenced only a few clones per gene (two to seven). For the purpose of this experiment, 
studying the mutant alleles inherited to the T2 generation was of higher interest than aiming at 
a full list of mutations present in the T1. 
As the T1 plant is chimeric, I conclude that the Cas9 nuclease did not restrict all targeted 
alleles in the first transformed rapeseed cell. Instead, mutations accumulated over time and 
during plant regeneration. Furthermore, the occurrence of wild type alleles suggests that the 
process of mutagenesis is not yet accomplished. These findings contrast the previous work of 
my co-workers and me where we demonstrated the efficient mutagenesis of four rapeseed 
alleles that lead to a non-chimeric, double heterozygous plant (Braatz et al. 2017). While I 
increased the number of targeted alleles from four to eight, the control of Cas9 expression 
remained under the same constitutive Petroselinum crispum Ubiquitin 4-2 promotor. I reason 
that Cas9 abundance can be a limiting factor for mutation induction (Yan et al. 2016). 
The inheritance of Bnnst1 mutant alleles or at least of the T-DNA insertion is a prerequisite 
for future experiments. Analyses of T2 offspring are on the way. Given the successful 
transmission of mutations, I suggest to first phenotype the segregating quadruple mutants 
from which I expect a loss of lignification in the dehiscence zone and an increased shatter 
resistance. To test these hypotheses, one can perform tensile force measurements and 
microscopic observations of lignin stained silique cross sections as described in Chapter 3. 
Furthermore, the contribution of single homoeologs to the phenotype will be important to 
evaluate their potential for rapeseed breeding. Ideally, not all genes need to be knocked out to 
obtain shatter resistance. Most likely, the wild type allele of BnaA.NST1.a is already non-
functional, because it lacks exon 3 which encodes the C-terminal end of the transcription 
factor and thus houses the transcriptional activation region (Ooka et al. 2003). 
In Europe, utilization of Cas9-induced mutations for breeding requires a proof of absence of 
transgenes. Following Mendelian inheritance, a single locus T-DNA insertion will segregate 
in a 3:1 manner in the T2 generation. The selection of non-transgenic offspring can therefore 
be easily achieved by PCR-based genotyping with the described Cas1_f and Cas1_r primers. 
However, this does not rule out the presence of possible vector backbone integrations which 
frequently occur among different plant species (Li et al. 2016c; Wang et al. 2016; Schouten et 
al. 2017; Braatz et al. 2017).  
To summarize, studying Bnnst1 mutants will provide novel insight into rapeseed fruit 
development. However, before breeders can profit from the broadened variation within shatter 
resistance, additional investigations regarding putative transgene content are inevitable. 
5.5 Supplemental data 
The following supplemental materials are available. 
Figure S11. Vector map of the recombinant pCas9-TPC plasmid containing the 
‘NST1_TARG1’ target.  
Figure S12. Phenotype of the chimeric T1 plant NP1, which contains Cas9-induced Bnnst1 
mutations in the ‘RS306’ background. 
Figure S13. Result of the Pfam domain search within AtNST1. 
Table S13. Components of 1 l of medium used for hypocotyl transformation. 
Table S14. Primers used for the BnNST study. 
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Table S15. Cas9-induced mutations identified in the chimeric T1 plant NP1. 
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6 Closing discussion 
This study aimed at the production of shatter resistant rapeseed mutants, their characterization 
in greenhouse trials, and the validation of laboratory-based phenotyping strategies through 
comparisons with actual seed losses in field experiments. The selection of target genes 
included rapeseed homologs of transcription factors related to shatter resistance in 
Arabidopsis (BnALC, BnIND, BnNST1). 
I successfully induced targeted mutations in BnALC and BnNST1 homoeologs by the use of 
the CRISPR/Cas9 system (see Chapters 2 and 5). In both experiments, I targeted multiple 
genes simultaneously, namely two BnALC copies and four BnNST1 copies. Sanger 
sequencing of T1 and T2 plants revealed a high mutation efficiency of the Cas9 nuclease: The 
Bnalc plant comprised four frameshift mutation alleles which were inherited in a Mendelian 
fashion. A more complex mutation pattern was found in the Bnnst1 plant. I identified thirteen 
distinct mutations and some remaining wild type sequences, indicating a mosaic genotype. 
Subsequent analyses of the progeny will show whether quadruple knock-out mutants are 
present in the Bnnst1 T2. If not, Cas9 activity will have to be optimized for the purpose of 
target multiplexing. 
While EMS-induced Bnind mutations had already been identified by Dr. N. Emrani from my 
institute, I performed TILLING screenings of the two BnALC homoeologs myself (see 
Chapter 4; polyacrylamide gels are included in Supplemental data on CD). Thereby, I found 
23 novel mutant alleles, out of which I selected four for silique phenotyping. 
In the following, I implemented three laboratory-based phenotyping strategies to assess 
shatter resistance of mature rapeseed siliques produced under greenhouse conditions. I 
identified the parameter ‘silique length’ as an influencing factor and considered the bias in the 
evaluation of each phenotyping trial. Through this approach, I was able to demonstrate 
statistically increased shatter resistance of Bnind and Bnalc double mutants, whereas single 
mutants did not differ significantly from the control variety (see Chapters 3 and 4). This 
finding verified my initial hypothesis that each functional homoeolog of a dehiscence zone 
identity gene needs to be impaired to observe shatter resistance. 
The reliability of the phenotyping systems was mainly demonstrated by two observations: (1) 
All laboratory-based trials consistently detected high shatter resistance of the Bnind double 
mutant. (2) Furthermore, the control varieties for high shatter resistance (‘Artoga’; advertised 
by Limagrain) and low shatter resistance (‘Apex’; Bruce et al. 2002; Summers et al. 2003) 
were ranked as expected. For the final verification of the greenhouse results, I planned three 
field trials with Bnind mutants. Unfortunately, two of them could not be evaluated due to 
severe frost damage. Nonetheless, the third location yielded preliminary data which I describe 
in a detailed survey which is accessible through the Supplemental data on CD (see Appendix). 
In brief, the field trial comprised F3 double mutant, single mutant, and wild type lines 
obtained from a cross of the best performing Bnind double mutant (ind-2 ind-6) with 
‘Express’. For reference, the cultivars ‘Express’ and ‘Penn’ were included as well. Each 
genotype was sown in three repetitions in a completely randomized block design. Prior to 
harvest, I placed catch trays between the rows to collect shed seeds. Then, the collected seeds 
were set in relation to the plot harvest. The harvest was deliberately postponed by eleven days 
compared to the recommended harvest date, with the aim to observe a clear segregation 
between mutants and controls. Until the first seed sampling date, nine days prior to the 
recommended harvest date, only marginal losses occurred with no statistical difference 
between genotypes (0.11% to 0.42%; Table S16). However, with the ongoing ripening 
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process, more seeds were shed until the second sampling date, nine days after the 
recommended harvest date. Until then, ‘Express’ and ‘Penn’ lost 5.24% and 6.87% of their 
final yield. In contrast, the double mutant only shattered 1.15%. However, the BnIND wild 
type with EMS mutation background also lost less seeds than the control cultivars (1.66%), 
which is why these preliminary results require further careful revision. I assume that this 
phenomenon is related to the EMS mutation load. A decreased fertility, for example, could 
lead to a smaller silique number per plant which would reduce impacts of siliques knocking 
into each other due to wind. 
While the literature suggests that Atind and Brind mutations in Arabidopsis and B. rapa, 
respectively, confer shatter resistance through the loss of the lignified cell layer at the valve 
margin (Liljegren et al. 2004; Girin et al. 2010), I could not observe such a drastic phenotype 
in Bnind double mutants (see Chapter 3). However, the described Atind and Brind mutants 
comprised knock-out alleles, which I could not mimic with rapeseed double mutants because I 
lacked a premature stop codon mutation in BnaC.IND.a. Nonetheless, I showed in light 
microscopic studies that Bnind siliques had a larger valve-replum joint area, which made up 
the biggest part of the contact surface between valve and replum. Moreover, scanning electron 
microscopy revealed that the contact surfaces of Bnind siliques consist of smaller cells 
compared with the control variety. These observations formed the basis for a new model for 
the mechanism of Bnind shatter resistance: While an induced crack in the dehiscence zone of 
the wild type silique can easily spread through the long cells, it needs to be reinitiated more 
often in the mutant (at each small cell), which is a common principle called crack trapping 
(Hui et al. 2004). An interesting objective for future collaborations with biophysicists would 
be the assessment of other putative mechanisms for shatter resistance, for example with 
regard to reduced silique stiffness. Likewise, it will be worthwhile to investigate the 
mechanisms underlying shatter resistance in available cultivars like ‘Artoga’. Such studies 
have the potential to reveal novel target genes for shatter resistance breeding. 
Additional target genes can also be chosen up- or downstream of BnALC, BnIND, and 
BnNST1. Both the disruption of the upstream transcription factors SHP1/2 and the 
downstream polygalacturonase ADPG1 yielded indehiscent Arabidopsis siliques (Liljegren et 
al. 2000; Ogawa et al. 2009). However, five BrSHP (Bra003356, Bra004716, Bra007419, 
Bra014552, Bra016128) and four BrADPG1 (Bra003286, Bra007332, Bra014620, 
Bra016912) homologs were annotated on the B. rapa genome (http://brassicadb.org, accessed 
30.08.2017), and assuming similar numbers of B. oleracea gene copies, the number of 
expected rapeseed homoeologs would be too high to be efficiently handled by breeders. An 
interesting alternative to dehiscence zone modification was proposed by Swain et al. (2011): 
Pre-harvest seed losses could also be tackled by preventing the development of the seed 
abscission zone, which promotes the detachment of the seed from the funiculus. The seeds of 
Arabidopsis seedstick (stk) mutants stay on the funiculus, even after the silique walls have 
dropped (Pinyopich et al. 2003). 
In order to give an overview of the current knowledge about the gene network which is 
underlying dehiscence zone formation, I updated the introductory figure. The model now 
includes information about the number of rapeseed homoeologs (Figure 16). While the 
functionality of both BnALC and both BnIND homoeologs was previously demonstrated (Hua 
et al. 2009; Laga 2013; Laga et al. 2015) and confirmed by my experiments, it is not yet 
known whether all BnNST1 gene copies are transcriptionally active as their Arabidopsis 
orthologs. However, in silico analysis revealed that BnaA.NST1.a lacks a whole exon 
compared with NST1 (see Chapter 5). Consequently, I suggest either functional divergence or 
complete loss of function. For other genes, even less is known. For example, the number of 
SHP1 and ADPG1 homologs in B. napus (BnSHP1, RDPG1) was only estimated from the 
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number of annotated B. rapa gene copies. Apart from identifying all rapeseed homoeologs, it 
will also be interesting to study the interactions of specific gene copies to elucidate putative 
neo-functionalization, sub-functionalization or complete redundancy. 
 
Figure 16. Current knowledge about the gene network which controls dehiscence zone formation. The number 
of rapeseed homoeologs is indicated by circles below the gene name. Dashed circle lines denote an estimated 
gene number based on annotated B. rapa homologs. Circles filled with red color represent availability of 
rapeseed mutants (BnSHP1 Kord et al. 2015; BnIND Laga et al. 2015 and this study; BnALC Laga 2013 and this 
study; BnNST1 this study). BnSHP2 homoeologs were identified by Tan et al. (2009) and PRX13/30/55 
homoeologs by Elisha (2016). 
To make the Bnalc, Bnind, and Bnnst1 mutants available for rapeseed breeding, different 
issues have to be considered for Cas9- and EMS-induced mutations, respectively. The initial 
M3 EMS mutants contain probably up to 94,000 uncharacterized background mutations 
(Harloff et al. 2012). Consequently, some plants show various unfavorable phenotypes 
including but not limited to dwarfism, (partial) sterility, and silique deformation (Figure S14). 
I therefore suggest several cycles of backcrossing with marker assisted background selection 
to reduce the mutation load (Jung 2010). Meanwhile, the Cas9-treated Bnalc mutants in the 
variety ‘Haydn’ can by eye not be differentiated from the wild type (see Chapter 2). I was 
able to select T-DNA free segregants in the T2 generation. Unexpectedly, however, the whole 
genome sequence of the T1 plant revealed multiple vector backbone integrations into the 
rapeseed genome. I developed a set of PCR primers for the detection of the bacterial 
sequences which can be utilized to screen the progeny (Supplemental data on CD). The 
primers are specific for pUC19 origin of replication sequences, but further efforts will be 
necessary to develop genotyping assays for the specific insertion sites. Eliminating all 
bacterial sequences by marker-assisted selection in segregating progenies will be a 
requirement for de-regulation of the genome edited plants. 
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The major advantage of Cas9-mediated mutagenesis, which is the induction of desired 
mutations without random mutation background, is partially negated by the uncontrolled 
insertion of vector backbones. The development of alternative, A. tumefaciens-free rapeseed 
transformation methods is necessary to efficiently use the Cas9 system in the future. DNA-
free transformation protocols have already been successfully established through delivery of 
pre-assembled ribonucleoproteins to protoplasts of Arabidopsis, tobacco, lettuce, and rice and 
to immature wheat embryos (Woo et al. 2015; Liang et al. 2017). An application of this 
technique for rapeseed is expected soon.  
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7 Summary 
Seeds of rapeseed (Brassica napus) are commonly processed into edible vegetable oil, animal 
feed, and biodiesel. However, the natural propagation of oilseed rape involves the 
development of a dry fruit (silique) which easily bursts at maturity. Consequently, large 
amounts of seeds can be lost prior to harvest. Breeders aim at an increased silique shatter 
resistance to assure yield stability. A network of transcription factors controlling the 
establishment of the predetermined breaking point of the silique, the dehiscence zone, has 
been identified in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana). SHATTERPROOF1/2 (SHP1/2) are 
upstream regulators of the tissue differentiation process and induce the expression of further 
transcription factors, INDEHISCENT (IND) and ALCATRAZ (ALC). ALC is required for the 
establishment of a partially degraded separation layer, whereas IND additionally initiates the 
lignification of neighboring cells. Proposed downstream players of IND are the NAC 
SECONDARY WALL THICKENING PROMOTING FACTORs 1 and 3 (NST1/3). 
The objective of my study comprised the production and analysis of Bnalc, Bnind, and Bnnst1 
rapeseed mutants, which I expected to be shatter resistant. The mutants were obtained by 
following two approaches: TILLING of an EMS-mutagenized rapeseed population and Cas9-
mediated targeted mutagenesis. Subsequently, I wanted to demonstrate the mutants’ shatter 
resistance through laboratory-based phenotyping strategies and under field conditions. 
I transformed the rapeseed cultivar ‘Haydn’ with a CRISPR/Cas9 construct targeting the two 
BnALC homoeologs BnaA.ALC.a and BnaC.ALC.a. With a transformation efficiency of 0.9%, 
I obtained a single transgenic T1 plant which carried four mutated alleles and no wild type 
BnALC sequences. I demonstrated that Cas9 can efficiently restrict four loci simultaneously. 
A tensile force test suggested the increased shatter resistance of the T2 Bnalc double mutants. 
However, the effect was masked by the innate silique robustness of ‘Haydn’. Consequently, I 
screened an EMS-mutagenized rapeseed population derived from the easily shattering cultivar 
‘Express’ for Bnalc mutations by TILLING. The analysis of 2,688 and 3,840 M2 plants, 
respectively, yielded 79 mutant candidates. Out of those, I verified 38 by Sanger sequencing 
(15 silent, 23 potentially disruptive). I crossed single mutations with high disruptive potential 
(premature stop codon, splice site, and missense mutations within functional domains) to 
obtain double mutants. As expected, tensile force measurements revealed a bigger effect of 
Bnalc mutations in ‘Express’ than in ‘Haydn’. 
To study the effect of EMS-induced Bnind mutations, I utilized TILLING mutants which 
were previously identified in my institute. Out of seven double mutants, three were shatter 
resistant. The highest shatter resistance was obtained by combining a premature stop codon 
mutation in BnaA.IND.a with a missense mutation within the transcription factor domain of 
BnaC.IND.a. The phenotype was confirmed by three independent shatter resistance tests: a 
random impact test, a tensile force test, and a cantilever test. Preliminary field data suggested 
that the greenhouse test results are correlated with actual yield losses. To elucidate the 
underlying mechanism of Bnind shatter resistance, I performed microscopic observations. 
While I did not find altered lignification patterns in the dehiscence zone, Bnind mutants did 
have a larger replum-valve joint area compared with ‘Express’. Scanning electron microscopy 
of dehiscence zone surfaces revealed predominantly small, rounded cells in the mutant 
compared with larger, oblong cells in ‘Express’. I concluded that the Bnind shatter resistance 
is based on a joint effect of a larger dehiscence zone together with smaller cells, which cause 
a phenomenon called ‘crack trapping’. This mechanism differs from the described 
lignification defects in Arabidopsis ind mutants. 
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By phenotyping Bnalc and Bnind single and double mutants, I showed that the respective 
homoeologs have redundant functions. The mutant alleles can be introduced into rapeseed 
breeding programs for a sequence based improvement of shatter resistance. 
For my last experiment, I identified putative BnNST genes by in silico analyses. I annotated 
four BnNST1, five BnNST2, and four BnNST3 homoeologs. Then, I induced Cas9-targeted 
mutagenesis of the four BnNST1 homoeologs in the resynthesized winter rapeseed line 
‘RS306’. After selection, I obtained a single transgenic plant which corresponds to a 
transformation efficiency of 0.3%. However, this T1 plant was chimeric with up to five 
mutated alleles per gene and some remaining wild type sequences. As in the case of BnALC, I 
expect the completed mutagenesis and thus absence of wild type alleles in the next generation.  
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8 Zusammenfassung  
Raps (Brassica napus) ist die wichtigste Ölpflanze Deutschlands, die zudem großflächig in 
Kanada, China und Indien angebaut wird. Typisch für die Gattung Brassica ist die Bildung 
von Schoten, welche zur Reife entlang einer Zellschicht zwischen Schotenwand und Replum 
(Dehiszenz-Zone) aufplatzen. Auf dem Feld wird das Platzen beispielsweise durch 
landwirtschaftliche Maschinen, Hagel oder Tiere ausgelöst. Zusätzlich zum Ernteverlust 
bereitet der Durchwuchsraps Probleme. Demnach ist die Selektion von Rapssorten mit 
platzfesten Schoten ein wichtiges Zuchtziel. 
Ein Ansatz zur Entwicklung fester Schoten ist die Modifikation der Sollbruchstelle. In der 
Modellpflanze Arabidopsis thaliana sind die Transkriptionsfaktoren INDEHISCENT (IND) 
und ALCATRAZ (ALC) maßgeblich an der Differenzierung des Gewebes beteiligt. Während 
ALC und IND den enzymatischen Abbau der sogenannten Trennschicht einleiten, induziert 
IND auch die Lignifizierung der benachbarten  Zellschicht, vermutlich über die Gene NAC 
SECONDARY WALL THICKENING FACTOR 1 und 3 (NST1/3). 
Ziel meiner Arbeit war es, durch die Mutagenese von Genen, welche die Differenzierung des 
Gewebes der Sollbruchstelle kontrollieren, Raps mit platzfesteren Schoten zu erzeugen. 
Nachfolgend sollte die Platzfestigkeit durch Labortests und Feldversuche untersucht werden. 
Zur Materialgewinnung wählte ich folgende Ansätze: Die gezielte Mutagenese von zwei 
BnALC und vier BnNST1 Homöologen mit der CRISPR/Cas9 Methode sowie die chemische 
Mutagenese mit Ethylmethansulfonat (EMS) zur Induktion zufälliger Punktmutationen. Bnind 
EMS Mutanten standen zu Beginn der Arbeit bereits zur Verfügung. 
Zur gezielten Mutagenese transformierte ich CRISPR/Cas9 Konstrukte mit Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens in Rapshypokotyle und regenerierte transgene T1 Pflanzen. Ich bestätigte die 
effiziente Mutagenese aller Bnalc Sequenzen bei Abwesenheit von Wildtypallelen. Dagegen 
fand ich für jedes BnNST1 Gen bis zu fünf mutierte Allele sowie verbliebene 
Wildtypsequenzen. Eine Analyse der Bnnst1 Vererbung steht noch aus. Bnalc Mutationen 
spalteten in der T2 nach Mendel und zeigten in einem Zugkrafttest die erwartete 
Schotenfestigkeit. Allerdings erwies sich die transformierte Sorte „Haydn“ als per se 
platzfest, sodass der Effekt gering ausfiel. Um den Phänotyp zu bestätigen, untersuchte ich bis 
zu 3.840 EMS-mutagenisierte M2 Pflanzen der platzenden Sorte „Express“ nach Bnalc 
Mutationen. Aus 79 Kandidaten selektierte ich vier Mutationen, die ich durch Kreuzung zu 
drei Doppelmutanten kombinierte. Eine der im Gewächshaus angebauten Doppelmutanten 
erwies sich im Zugkrafttest als platzfest, was den Bnalc Phänotyp untermauerte. 
Die Bnind Mutanten wurden ebenfalls im Gewächshaus untersucht und die Platzfestigkeit der 
geernteten Schoten mit drei Tests (Zugkrafttest, Aufpralltest, Biegebalkentest) bestätigt. Erste 
Felddaten legten eine Korrelation von Laborergebnissen und tatsächlichen Ernteverlusten 
nahe. Durch mikroskopische Analysen gefärbter Kryoschnitte schloss ich eine atypische 
Lignifizierung der Bnind Doppelmutante aus. Nähere Untersuchungen zeigten hingegen eine 
vergrößerte Auflagefläche zwischen Schotenwand und Replum sowie kleinere, abgerundete 
Zellen. Diese Beobachtungen suggerierten ein neues Modell der Bnind Wirkung: In „Express“ 
kann sich ein Riss entlang der Sollbruchstelle leichter ausbreiten als in der Mutante, weil er 
dort  häufiger (an jeder kleinen Zelle) neu initiiert werden muss. Dieser Effekt wird durch die 
große Kontaktfläche verstärkt.  
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9 Appendix 
9.1 Supplemental tables 
Table S1. Primers used in this study. Lower case letters indicate mismatches introduced at the primers’ 3’ ends 
to increase specificity as described by Liu et al. (2012). 
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Table S2. Results of silique shatter trials. Displayed are mean peak tensile forces (N) and standard deviation of n 
siliques in three size classes. 
Genotype 3 - 4 cm n 4 - 5 cm n 5 - 6 cm n 
alc T2 3.360 ± 1.154 19 3.771 ± 1.240 41 4.217 ± 1.173 85 
Haydn 3.400 ± 1.013 19 3.625 ± 1.210 41 3.822 ± 1.107 94 
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Table S3. Nucleotide positions and amino acid exchanges of EMS mutations detected in BnaA.IND.a and 
BnaC.IND.a. Silent mutations are not specified in this table. 
Gene Mutation Amino acid substitution Mutant code 
BnaA.IND.a G45A Met15Ile ind-1 
 C118T His40Tyr  
 C125T Pro42Leu  
 C127T His43Tyr  
 G161A Ser54Asn  
 C172T Pro58Ser  
 G217A Glu73Lys  
 G282A Met94Ile  
 C283T Gln95STOP ind-2 
 C313T Pro105Ser  
 C314T Pro105Leu  
 C320T Pro107Leu  
 G361A Val121Met  
 G416A Arg139Lys  
 C472T Arg158Cys ind-3 
 C509T Ala170Val  
 C512T Ser171Phe  
 G544A Val182Ile  
 G704A 3'UTR  
BnaC.IND.a C224T Pro75Leu  
 G247A Gly83Arg ind-4 
 G274A Glu92Lys ind-5 
 G278A Gly93Glu  
 C323T Ala108Val  
 G346A Asp116Asn  
 C362T Pro121Leu  
 C401T Pro134Leu ind-6 
 G440A Ser147Asn  
 C451T Arg151Trp  
 G452A Arg151Gln  
 G468A Met156Ile  
 C623T Ser208Leu ind-7 
 C694T 3'UTR  
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Table S4. Rapeseed cultivars assessed for shatter resistance. 
Cultivar Breeder 





 Winter rapeseed 
Artoga Limagrain 2009
a
 Winter rapeseed 
Avatar Norddeutsche Pflanzenzucht Hans Georg Lembke KG 2011
a
 Winter rapeseed 
Drakkar Serasem 2002
a
 Spring rapeseed 
Express Norddeutsche Pflanzenzucht Hans Georg Lembke KG 1999
a
 Winter rapeseed 
Haydn Norddeutsche Pflanzenzucht Hans Georg Lembke KG 2000
a
 Spring rapeseed 
Mozart Norddeutsche Pflanzenzucht Hans Georg Lembke KG 2000
a
 Spring rapeseed 
Westar Agriculture Canada Research Station 1982
b
 Spring rapeseed 
a
 year of first release in Europe, 
b
 year of first release in Canada  
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genotyping IND4 CTAATCCGGCATGTTGCCTCCC 
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Table S7. Original data of shatter resistance trials of M4 Bnind single mutant families and Express. All force 
values expressed as regression values and standard error at a silique length of 4 cm. SM1/2 = single mutant 1/2. 
n = number of tested siliques. 
Mutations Genotype Tensile force trial 
bnaA.ind.a bnaC.ind.a n (Nmax) 
ind-1 - SM1 177 1.658 ± 0.153 
ind-2 - SM1 22 1.343 ± 0.285 
- ind-4 SM2 189 2.088 ± 0.171 
- ind-5 SM2 260 1.537 ± 0.156 
- ind-7 SM2 121 1.485 ± 0.163 
- - Express 255 1.544 ± 0.110 
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Table S9. BnALC and BnIND amplicons of Artoga, Drakkar, Express, Haydn, and Mozart were sequenced. The 













1 – 403 
4,761 – 5,746 
83.7 
BnaC.ALC.a ALC13_ALC12 994 49 – 1,042 73.5 
BnaA.IND.a IND7_IND8 789 7 – 795 89.8 
BnaC.IND.a IND4_IND5 779 61 – 839 89.0 
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Table S10. Nucleotide positions and amino acid exchanges of EMS mutations detected in BnaA.ALC.a and 
BnaC.ALC.a. Mutant codes alc-1 to -5 were assigned to mutations which were used in this study. 
M2 
plant 




Zygosity of M2 
1481_4 150037
a
 BnaA.ALC.a G5053A splice site 
mutation 
alc-1 homozygous 
1641_1  BnaA.ALC.a G5071A silent  heterozygous 
1641_2  BnaA.ALC.a G5071A silent  heterozygous 
1463_3  BnaA.ALC.a C5079T Ser93Leu  heterozygous 
1487_1 150038 BnaA.ALC.a G5229A Glu116Lys alc-2 homozygous 
1148_2 150034 BnaA.ALC.a G5274A
b







 Glu142Lys alc-4 homozygous 
1662_1  BnaA.ALC.a C5393T silent  heterozygous 
1254_1  BnaA.ALC.a C5417T Gln152Stop  homozygous 
1254_4  BnaA.ALC.a C5417T Gln152Stop  heterozygous 
1706_1   BnaA.ALC.a G5419A silent   heterozygous 
1536_2  BnaC.ALC.a G152A Arg51Gln  heterozygous 
1536_3  BnaC.ALC.a G152A Arg51Gln  heterozygous 
1402_3  BnaC.ALC.a C162T silent  heterozygous 
1523_1  BnaC.ALC.a C165T silent  heterozygous 
1523_4  BnaC.ALC.a C165T silent  heterozygous 
1533_1  BnaC.ALC.a G176A Gly59Glu  heterozygous 
1533_2  BnaC.ALC.a G176A Gly59Glu  heterozygous 
1533_4  BnaC.ALC.a G176A Gly59Glu  heterozygous 
1241_4  BnaC.ALC.a C189T silent  heterozygous 
1551_1  BnaC.ALC.a G199A  Ala67Thr  homozygous 
1071_2  BnaC.ALC.a G215A Gly72Glu  homozygous 
1548_1  BnaC.ALC.a G227A  Cys76Tyr  homozygous 
1242_3  BnaC.ALC.a C240T silent  heterozygous 
1236_2 150035 BnaC.ALC.a G352A splice site 
mutation 
alc-5 homozygous 
1534_3  BnaC.ALC.a C363T Ala85Val  heterozygous 
1549_1  BnaC.ALC.a C363T Ala85Val  heterozygous 
1549_2  BnaC.ALC.a C363T Ala85Val  homozygous 
1550_1  BnaC.ALC.a G370A  silent  homozygous 
1893_1  BnaC.ALC.a G372A Arg88Gln  heterozygous 
1893_3  BnaC.ALC.a G372A Arg88Gln  homozygous 
1395_1  BnaC.ALC.a C378T Ser90Leu  homozygous 
1614_3  BnaC.ALC.a G382A silent  heterozygous 
1539_1  BnaC.ALC.a C412T silent  homozygous 
1326_4  BnaC.ALC.a C542T Ala117Val  heterozygous 
1873_2  BnaC.ALC.a C553T silent  heterozygous 
1873_3  BnaC.ALC.a C553T silent  heterozygous 
1422_4  BnaC.ALC.a G555A silent  homozygous 
1074_2  BnaC.ALC.a C560T Pro123Leu  heterozygous 
1540_4  BnaC.ALC.a G573A  silent  heterozygous 








Zygosity of M2 
951_1  BnaC.ALC.a G577A intronic  heterozygous 
951_2  BnaC.ALC.a G577A intronic  homozygous 
951_3  BnaC.ALC.a G577A intronic  homozygous 
1074_1  BnaC.ALC.a C584T intronic  heterozygous 
996_3  BnaC.ALC.a C697T silent  heterozygous 
1158_1  BnaC.ALC.a C697T silent  heterozygous 
1688_1  BnaC.ALC.a G881A Gly175Arg  heterozygous 
1095_2  BnaC.ALC.a C897T Ser180Leu  homozygous 
a
 two mutations in one gene; 
b
 mutation described in patent application US20130291235A1 
(Laga 2013)  
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Table S11. Primers used for BnALC TILLING. Lower case letters indicate mismatches introduced at the 
primers’ 3’ ends to increase specificity as described by Liu et al. (2012). 
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Table S12. Original data of shatter resistance trials of F2 Bnalc double mutant families and ‘Express’. n = 
number of tested siliques. All force values are expressed as regression values and standard error. 
Genotype Parental 
generation 
n Tensile force (Nmax) Standard error (N) 
4 cm 5.5 cm 7 cm 4 cm 5.5 cm 7 cm 
'Express' AACC  150 0.853 1.257 1.662 0.379 0.365 0.411 
alc-1/alc-4 
alc-5 
aacc F1(M3 x ‘Express’) 150 1.564 2.145 2.726 0.294 0.266 0.291 
 aaCC F1(M3 x ‘Express’) 132 1.602 1.900 2.198 0.298 0.273 0.300 
 AAcc F1(M3 x ‘Express’) 124 1.051 1.639 2.226 0.313 0.286 0.315 
 AACC F1(M3 x ‘Express’) 120 1.175 1.470 1.765 0.297 0.270 0.298 
alc-2 alc-5 aacc M3 60 2.412 2.489 2.565 0.389 0.365 0.421 
 aaCC M3 137 2.255 2.231 2.207 0.298 0.277 0.320 
 AAcc M3 132 1.830 2.197 2.563 0.310 0.274 0.305 
 AACC M3 126 1.813 1.976 2.139 0.294 0.273 0.315 
alc-3 alc-5 aacc F1(M3 x ‘Express’) 150 1.340 1.785 2.229 0.294 0.267 0.294 
 AACC F1(M3 x ‘Express’) 118 1.280 1.774 2.268 0.311 0.286 0.322 
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Table S13. Components of 1 l of medium used for hypocotyl transformation. 
Medium Ingredients 
A1 (Germination Medium)  0.5x MS salts 
15 g sucrose 
4 g Gelrite 
pH 5.7 (KOH) 
O2 (Co-Cultivation Medium, liquid) 1x MS 
0.5 g MES 
1 ml MS vitamins (x1000) 
0.3 g Myo-Inositol 
pH 5.5 (NaOH) 
after autoclaving: 
1 ml acetosyringone (0.39 mg / ml) 
O3 (Co-Cultivation Medium, solid) 1x MS salts 
1 ml MS vitamins (1000x) 
0.5 g MES 
20 g sucrose 
3 g Gelrite 
0.3 g Myo-Inositol 
pH 5.7 (NaOH) 
after autoclaving 
1 ml acetosyringone (0.39 mg/ml) 
O4 (Regeneration Medium) 1x MS salts 
0.5 g MES 
1 ml Gamborg vitamins (1000x) 
1 ml MS vitamins (1000x) 
20 g sucrose 
1 ml Fe-solution 
(3.73 g Na2EDTA in 100 ml H2O + 
2.78 g FeSO47H2O in 100 ml H2O) 
3 g Gelrite 
0.3 g Myo-Inositol 
pH 5.7 (NaOH) 
after autoclaving: 
2 mg BAP 
100 µl silver nitrate (50 mg/ml) 
100 µl 2,4-D (0.001 mg/ml) 
1250 µl carbenicillin (400 mg/ml) 
1000 µl cefotaxime (50 mg/ml) 
O5 (Selection Medium) O4 medium + 5 mg phosphinothricin 
 
  




O6 (Rooting Medium) 1x  MS salts 
1 ml Gamborg vitamins (1000x) 
1 ml MS vitamins (1000x) 
0.5 g MES 
10 g sucrose 
0.3 g Myo-Inositol 
8 g Daishin Agar 
pH 5.8 (NaOH) 
after autoclaving: 
100 µl NAA (1 mg/ml) 
5 mg phosphinothricin 
1250 µl carbenicillin (400 mg/ml) 
1000 µl cefotaxime (50 mg/ml) 
12.5 µl BAP (0.0002 mg/ml) 
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Table S14. Primers used for the BnNST study. Lower case letters indicate mismatches introduced at the primers’ 
3’ ends to increase specificity as described by Liu et al. (2012). All primer combinations ran with a PCR 
annealing temperature of 58 °C. 
Gene Primer name Sequence (5’  3’) 
BnaA.NST1.a NST1_13 TCCTCTAGCTCTCTCATTCTCCAAT 
NST1_14 ATAAGGGTCAGTGGCTCATAATC 
BnaA.NST1.b NST1_15 GTACAAAGAGACACATGCGTTTA 
NST1_24 TCTCGTAAAAGGGTACATGACG 
BnaC.NST1.a NST1_11 CACATGTGTTTTCCTCATGCATCTTA 
NST1_25 GAACGTCATGTATCGAAAGAACTAC 
BnaC.NST1.b NST1_30 GCTAGCTTTCTCATTCCAACTTTTG 
NST1_27 GCCGaCGTAGCTCTGTTGG 
Multiple cloning site 
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Table S15. Cas9-induced mutations identified in the chimeric T1 plant NP1. Positions of mutations were counted 
based on the start codon ‘ATG’. 
Gene Mutation Allele Indel length (bp) 
BnaA.NST1.a 49-55delCCTCCTG Aa2 7 
BnaA.NST1.a 52insT Aa3 1 
BnaA.NST1.b 44-50delAAGTGCC Ab2 7 
BnaA.NST1.b 45-50delAGTGCC Ab3 6 
BnaA.NST1.b 48-60delGCCTCCTGGGTTT Ab4 13 
BnaA.NST1.b 51delT Ab5 1 
BnaA.NST1.b 51insA Ab6 1 
BnaC.NST1.a 49-50delCC Ca2 2 
BnaC.NST1.a 50delC Ca3 1 
BnaC.NST1.a 51insC Ca4 1 
BnaC.NST1.b 48-50delGCC Cb2 3 
BnaC.NST1.b 51-54delTCCT Cb3 4 
BnaC.NST1.b 52insT Cb4 1 
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Table S16. Average yield losses due to seed shattering assessed from the Bnind field trial at Rheinbach 
(2016/17). Shed seeds were collected at two dates, approximately nine days before and nine days after the 
recommended harvest date. Values are means of three plots in a completely randomized block design and 
standard deviation. Genotypes of Bnind mutant family ind-2 ind-6 are indicated by small and capital letters 
(a, A, c, C), representing mutant and wild type alleles. Values within the same column that share the same letters 
(a, b, c) do not differ significantly (p ≥ 0.05; two-sided t-test). 
Genotype Average yield loss 
until date 1 (%) 
Average yield loss 
until date 2 (%) 
aacc 0.27 ± 0.47 
a
 1.15 ± 0.59 
a
 
aaCC 0.42 ± 0.33 
a
 4.33 ± 1.84 
b
 
AAcc 0.14 ± 0.08 
a
 3.20 ± 2.11 
a,b
 
AACC 0.11 ± 0.05 
a
 1.66 ± 0.59 
a
 
'Express' 0.17 ± 0.10 
a
 5.24 ± 2.01 
b,c
 
'Penn' 0.16 ± 0.12 
a
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9.2 Supplemental figures 
 
Figure S1. Vector map of the recombinant pCas9-TPC plasmid used for this study. pVS-1 ori and pUC19 ori = 
origins of bacterial replication, LB = left T-DNA border, RB = right T-DNA border, Cas1_f and Cas1_r = 
primers.
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Figure S8. Siliques of Express and F3 double mutant ind-2 ind-6. Bar represents 1 cm. 
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Figure S9. Experimental set-up of the tensile force measurement. (a) The Newton meter test-stand is loaded with 
a silique. (b) Close-up of a silique fixated with two alligator clamps. Tensile force will be applied in the direction 
of the black arrow.  
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Figure S10. Raw data of tensile force measurement of variety ‘Express’. n = 150 siliques. The regression 
indicates the correlation of silique length and force. 
  




Figure S11. Vector map of the recombinant pCas9-TPC plasmid containing the ‘NST1_TARG1’ target. pVS-1 
ori and pUC19 ori = origins of bacterial replication, LB = left T-DNA border, RB = right T-DNA border, Cas1_f 
and Cas1_r = primers. 
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Figure S12. Phenotype of the chimeric T1 plant NP1, which contains Cas9-induced Bnnst1 mutations in the 
‘RS306’ background. A, Full plant in the silique elongation stage. B, Mature siliques contain only few seeds as 
can be concluded from the number of bulges (indicated by arrows). C, T2 seeds vary in size and shape with a 
proportion of small, shriveled seeds. Bars represent 1 cm. 
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Figure S13. Identification of transcriptional activation region (TAR) motif iii in AtNST1 and BnNST1 protein 
sequences. The motif was originally described by Ooka et al. (2003) and is located within exon 3, which is 
absent in BnaA.NST1.a (indicated by dashes). Square brackets indicate ambiguous amino acid positions where 
one out of the two shown options is present. x = any amino acid. The motif is conserved between Arabidopsis 
and rapeseed, with the exception of a single amino acid polymorphism in BnaC.NST1.b (highlighted in red). 
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Figure S14. Abnormal phenotypes of plants from the EMS mutant population. A, Stunted growth. B, Atypically 
broadened stem growth. C, Deformed silique with woody structures instead of seeds. At the pedicel end, a 
smaller silique has formed within the silique. The bar represents 1 cm. 
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9.3 Supplemental data on CD 
The following supplemental data are available on CD and can be distributed upon request 
(contact: Prof. Dr. Christian Jung, c.jung@plantbreeding.uni-kiel.de). 





(700 nm and 800 nm images 
plus annotated .xml versions) 
.xml and .tif, to be analyzed 
with GelBuddy TILLING 
Gel Analysis Tool 





(700 nm and 800 nm images 
plus annotated .xml versions) 
.xml and .tif, to be analyzed 
with GelBuddy TILLING 
Gel Analysis Tool 
(Zerr and Henikoff 2005) 
Preliminary-data-Bnind-field-
trial_2016-17.docx 
Preliminary data of field trial 
with Bnind mutants in the 
growing season 2016/17 
.docx, Microsoft Word file 
pUC19-assay.docx Protocol for PCR-based test 
for pUC19 vector backbone 
insertions 
.docx, Microsoft Word file 
Reference sequences Reference sequences of 
BnALC, BnIND, BnNST1 
.clc, annotated sequence 
files  
Seed-codes.xlsx Seed codes of produced plant 
material 
.xlsx, Microsoft Excel file 
TILLING-candidates-
BnALC.xlsx 
Information about all EMS 
mutation candidates identified 
by TILLING of BnALC 
.xlsx, Microsoft Excel file 
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